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As announced in volune r of the rrProceedings of the seninar on
rodtne FiLter Testing?r, a summary of the discussions which took place
during the technicar sessions is published in this booklet. The chair-
nen of sessions r-rv have been kind enough to provide a critical- ana-
lysis of and comnentary on those discusslons, for which we shourd l-ike
to expreso our sincere thanks.
The chapters rrBasic Erenentstr and rrTest Methods and operationaL
Experiencert have also been publlshed ln the orlginal French and German
vereions. In answer to many requests, an English translation of a
basic seminar paper on rrBehaviour of Iodine Sorption Materlalerr is
also lncluded.
In thls way, it is hoped to reach as wide an audience of spe-
ciallsts as possible and to give - in addition to the comprehensive
account of the state of the art as presented in Volume I of the
Seninar Proceedings - a critical analysis of the problems stil1 out-
standing ln iodine fiLter techniques and to indicate especlally those
problems whose solution should be given priority in the near future.
The Secretariat
REMARQUE PRELIMINAIRE
Comme lrannongait 1e volume I des actes du s6minaire sur lressai
des filtres A iode, le pr6sent fascicul-e, qui constitue Ie volume II,
donne un r6sun6 des discussions drordre technique intervenues lors de
ce s6minaire. Les pr5eidents des s6ances consacr6es aux aspects tech-
niques se sont efforc6s dranaryser et de commenter ces discussions;
qu I ils en soient , ici , une f ois encore , remerci,-is .
Les contrlbutions rrBasic Elenentstr et rfTest Methods and Opera-
tional Experiencerr sont publi5es en anglais alnsi quren version ori-
ginale, allemande ou frangalse. Pour r6pondre A 1a denande g6n6ral-e,
volume donne aussi une traduction vers Iranglals de lrexpos6 de fond
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6ur Ie rrcomportement des mat6riaux utilis6e pour la oorptlon de
lfiodert, fait lors du s6minaire.
On espdre ainsi que ce volune, venant srajouter A Ia pr6eentation
compldte de lr6tat de 1a technique qul figure au volume I, recevra 1a
plus large audience dans les milieux int6ress6s, d qui iL fournira
une analyse critique des probldnes encore latents relatife A 1a fil-
tratlon de lriode ainsi qurun ordre des priorit5s d cet 6gard.
Le Secr6tariat
VORBEMERKUNG
Mit diesern Bdndchen wlrd - wie im Band I der hoceedinge on
the Seninar on Iodine Filter Testing angekiindigt - eine Zusammen-
fassung der Diskussionen in den Sltzungen, die bei diesem Seminar
technischen Aspekten gewidmet waren, ver6ffentlicht. Die Chairmen
der Sitzungen I-IV haben sich der Miihe unterzogeta, diese Dlskussionen
krj.tisch zu analysi-eren und zu konmentieren' wofi.ir ihnen auch hier
herzl-ich gedankt sei.
Die Beitriige trBasic Elementsrr und trTest Methods and Operational
Experiencert uerden zusiitzlich auch in der Original-fassung franz6sisch
bzw. deutsch abgedruckt. Auf vielfachen Wunsch wird ausserden ein
Grundlagen-Vortrag des Semj-nars iiber das rfVerhalten von Jod-Sorptions-
materialienrr in englischer Uebersetzung wledergegeben.
Es wird erhofft, auf diese Weise einen m6glichst weiten Inter-
essentenkreis anzusprechen und diesen ausser einer abgerundeten Dar-
stellung des Standes der Technik, wie sie der Band I der Proceedings
bringt, auch die offenen Probleme der Jodfilter-Technik zu vermitteln






llhe first session of this Seninar was devoted to the basic principles
governing iodine trapping. The problem posed by the fission product,
iodi.ne-131r is a critical factor partlcularly in the event of reactor acci-
dents; for more than ten years now research workers in all countries using
nuclear energr have been trying to limit its release. For this reason stu-
dies on the phgrsical or chenical behaviour of elemental iodine or its
compounde have resulted in the design of filters and traps ained at controll-
lng any discharge into the environnent. Materials capabre of retaining
gas-borne iodine in ar1 its formsruntler varying operationar conditions,
have therefore been developed for this purpose.
The six papers of this first session accordingly dealt with :
- 
the general properties of sorbents in relation to different com-
pounds of iodine;
- 
different forms of iodine whtch might appear in the course of an
accident, and the orig:i.n of these forrns;
- 
the a6eing of these sorbents, an important problen, since it is a
major factor in d.etermining the poricy to be followed to ensure a
really efficient iodine retention in the event of gaseous dischar-
ges to the atnosphere.
fn this accountr which sunmarizes the work of the first eession, each
of the above points will be dealt with. Since the main ideas have been ex-
pounded by the various authors, an attenpt has been made to extract fron
the d.isc'ussion the essential points raised by the participants, clarifying
them if necessaryr to try and pinpoint the research which still seems necess-
arlr. Howeverr aB far as the general properties of sorbents are concerned,
*) Aittiography see p. 73; Fbench version see p. 45
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the account is confined. to a short sumarJr; f\rller d.etaits can be found in
the opening paper of the Seninar /1/.
1. IODIIIE TRAPPING COI{DITIONS
The first stage in plarrning devices for trapping vapour forms of io-
dine is to select a suitabl-e sorbent; this will incLude the study of its
behaviour as a ftrnction of the different physico-cheuricaL forms envisaged.
1.1.@4@iglg
The sorbent nost frequently studied in recent years is undorbtedly
charcoal*). It generalJ.y displays good retention qualities in relation to
rnolecrrlar iodine, trut it can be penetrated by nethyl iodider particularly if
the relative lnrnidity is high. This is illustrated. in Figure 1r Volume It
pa€p 5 of the paper presented by J.G. WILHELIII **). This disadvantage of
activated charcoal has been overcome by inpregnating it either with triethy-
lenediamine (lgpl) generally in the proportion of 5 /q or with potassiurn
iodide or even with elemental iodine (or a nixture of the two latter rnate-
rials) ln proportions varying fron O.5 to a few percent.
The grain size of the charcoal used. has a very strong influence on the
finaL result. If the grain size is reduced, the efficiency increases. Howevert
the pressure drop, which aLso increases with recluction in grain sizer will
then be a liniting factor. For practical purposes, the useful graln size tbat
carr be adopted corlesponds to diameters normally between 1 and 4 runr bnrt in
the oase of ertnrded material tbe length nay be greater.
These sorbents, however, have the disadvantage of being affected by
ni-trogen orides (N0, in partianlar) antt of being abte to operate only at
*) Charcoal in the conterb of this report nears activated charcoaL or
activated carbon.
**) Drglish version see this volume p.7?
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reLatively low temperatures. As a consequence, silver-inpregnatecl naterials
were d.eveloped.r based. on nolesular sieves, or the product Ac 6120 *) /t/,
the properties of which nade thern suitable for work in conditions und.er
which charcoals could no J.onger be used. This is particularly true of the uee
of a solid. sorbent for fuel reprocessing plants, in which the use of charcoals
is Ialed out because of the nitrogen orldes and the risks of fire or even
e:cpl osi on.
1.2. fnflue4qql,f canier Aas hrmid.ity on efficienc.v
The sorption of elemental iodine and metlgrl iodide is red.uced if the
active surface of the sorbent has taken up water. This phenonenon is parti-
anlarly noticeable in the case of metiryl iodide. At relative lmmidities below
30-40 /o lnere is little effect on retention efficiency, but as humidity rises
retention efficiency falls, principally above the ?o /o reveL. Materials
have been tleveloped. which wiLl deal with reLative humid.ities up to near 1OO /".
1.3. Sorption at high temperature
Raising the temperature 
- 
sornetines nade necessary if the relative
hunid.ity is high 
- 
can affect the impregnated charcoal in the following
waye ft/ z
- 
Loss of inpregnant with consequent deterioration of the properties
of the sorption bed l
- 
Desorption of the products which had been retained initially;
- 
fgnition of the sorption bed.
The practical uppe limit for the use of an impregnated charcoal in
air will generally not be below 10OoC. Above this tenperature the limit
should be established for each naterial. If opera^tion at even higher
temperatures cannot be avoided inorga^nic sorbents mentioned above would have




1.4. Inflluence of iodine concentration in the canier gas
fodine consentrations in the ventilation air flw of a reactor under
nornal operating conditions reach very low values, for exanpLe 1O4 to
l)1d' rug. m-'. The problem then is to finct out how the efficiency of thet-
sorbents is affected. when the iodine concentration in the canier gas
reaches such Low levels.
A reduction in efficiency at low iodine concentration hae been repor-
tetl both for charcoals and silver-inpregnated zeolites f2/. However,
WIllJfliLM h/ etates that it is not possible to set a concentration value
at which such a reduction occtl?so
The Gerna,n work shows, rnoreover, that there is a difference in filter
perfornance d.epending on whether the concentration of CHrI is produced by
dilution in the air or by precedlng filtration. In the former case the
perfornance for low a,nd high concentrations is identical over a ralge re-
presenting a factor of 109, whereas in the latter case, efficiency drops
after prefiltration at Low and at high concentrations. This suggests that
perhaps not only the effect of concentration is under study but also the
effect of a new species more penetrating than the test agent. This question
will be examinetl again in greater detail in Section 2.1.
2. THO PHTSICG.CHEMICAT SPECII:S OF IODINE PMSENT IN A MACTOR
2nl n Denonst
As a result of experiments capied out in Britain, IIEGAW and UAI /3/
showecl that the elemental iod.ine introduced into the containment of the
reactor P1uto disappeared quickly, whereas a regidual fraotloa gG€mcal
mrch more tliffigult to trap. EGGLEION and ATKINS /+/ />/ then applied
themselves to identif) this fraction which had provecl d.ifficult to sorb.
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The iodine was generated fron sodiurn iotlide, passed over a copper knit-
mesh and filteredr the part thought to be penetrating then being conclensed
in a cold trap. Whereas one fraction of this, which was soluble in benzene
and waterr renained uniclentified, the second fraction was id.entified as an
allcyl iodid.er the two main constituents being methyl iodide $S /") and ett6r1
iod.ide (l %). These studies, which revealecl for the first time the penetra-
ting species of iodiner were of the utmost inportance, since they were to
establish the patteno of research for the nert ten years. Methyl iodide does
in fact behave like a penetrating species.
As work proceeded. on the behaviour of filters for trapping methyl
iodider it becane apparent that at Least one species was proving to be even
nore penetrating than nethyl iodide (see for example /t/ p"e" 12, figrre !).
At the 10th Air cleaning conference, F.0. CARTAN, H.R. TEARD, F.A. DU0E
amd J.H. KELLER f6f enphasized that a non-organic penetrating species was
trapped on oxide of hydrated zirconium loaded. with iodine. This species,
accoriling to the authors, might be h;poiodous acid Hro. The main objection
raieed to this \rpothesis was that tq4goiod.ous acid was not only unstablel
but also largely non-volatile. The 'l1th Air cleaning conference yielded
fron the same authors /z/ an attenpt to identify the compound- involved..
Nevertheless, it remains trle that the hypothesis of the existence of
Lgpoiodous acid as a penetrating species ca:r be justified. onJ.y by ind.irect
errid-ence and that f\rther confirmation is clearly required.
At the l(arlsmhe Seminar, WILHELM put forrrard the idea that iodic
acid HfO, might also have sufficient vapour pressure for it to be found.
in the gaseors phase, and tlnrs lead to arr inorganic form which woulil be
diffisult to trap. However, the German stud.ies do not, at the present stage,
perm:it a definite conclusion to be ilrawn.
Drring dissussion it was conmented that research elsewhere on the
trapping of sna1l concentrations of methyl iodide indicates that the higher
penetrations observed under these cond.itions are not necessarily due to
the effect of concentration alone but night well result Jlom a highly pene-
trating species. The existence of this species could only be confirmed when
the efficiency of the sorbents used had reduced the nethyl iodide activity
by several orders of uagnitude so that the activity of a,n rrinEritytr becane
dominant. fn fact the whole ctiffiorlty of such a stud.y, involving very
-8-
sntall concentrations of iodine, becones clear if we renenber that the
air we breathe contains per orbic neter a quantity of nethane of the order
of 7ug, and a quantity of iodine of the order of tO-J7uS. 3ecauEe of/ -' - /the hlgh reactivity of iodine, in the cqurse of generating nethyl iodidet
we cqrfd very well produce an irnpurityl whether representative or not of an
actual case in a reactor, which rnight at times considerably distort the
results of a laboratory experinent.
2.2. The physical forms of iod.ine
Throughort what has been said before we have impLied to some extent
that we are interested in the strictly gaseous phase. The paper by PIEIFFER
hf snorrts that we nnrst also take account of aerosols and the author g'ives
the composition of the activity that he has been able to detect in the 3}rlR






cartridge rdth activated charcoal impregnated with 1 % potassiun
iodide,
- 
and filter elements of AC 5120 impreggrated with silvert
which he combined in various secluences, the author arrived at the conclusion
that the distritmtion of activity takes place in the fol}owing way (at the
ventilation sta6e) :
- 
aerosols | 40 1l
- 
substances easily trapped by activatecl charcoaL . 50 /"
- 
penetrating species . 7 /.
PiEIITIER aLso notes that this conposition varies gpeatly as a fi:nction
of sampling point.
Severa^l errplanations are possible for this significant quantity of
iodine in aerosol form. ft malr be a case of liquicl or solid aerosols in
which iodine is either an integral part of the aerosol or nerely attached
to it by sorption. llhatever the case nay be, the author notes that these
aerosols are only partially trapped on the activated charcoal. 1l\uo e:cperi-
nents conilucted. in conjunction show that the fiLter of the first pack
placed d.onnstrearn from the charcoal filter elements proaluces an activity
-9-
sinilar to that extracted. by the filter of the first pack, placed upstrearn.
this erperinent firthernore proves that aerosols are not forneal on the
charcoal (sorption on the dust of the actirratecl charcoal, for exanple).
2.3. Origin of the lodine
In BARBIffi's paper /B/ +ne zuggestion is put forward that the
iod.ine-131 clischargetl from a reactor into the atnosphere coulcl be d.erived
fron the precurBor telluriusr-'t31, which is not trapped either by the
high-perfontramce filters or ty the activated charcoal filter.
Experinents carried out in hitain /9/, nowever, have shown that
sanples of irratliatecl fuel, heated. in carbon il.ioxid.e so that the stainless
steer cladding and part of the frreL itself melted, wourd allow the escape
of the fisslon products Te-132, cg-137 or sr-tO in the forrn of particres
whlch could then eaeily be trapped. on the fil.ters (nnel type).
Moreover, in discussion it was pointetl out that there nay be insuffi-
clent tellurir:n volatilisetl to explain the high release of iodine. Ttris
gives support to the idea that the anount of iodine in the coolant gas or
riquicl is not rleternined to any great ertent ty its parent nucrid.e.
rhe importance of the preeence of tellurium in the cooling circuit
does not yet seem to be clearl,y deternined, but a series of experinents
could be d.esignecl to throw sone light on this particular point.
2.4. Origin of netlrvl iodid.e
Two papere /lo/ /lZ/ refemed to the behaviour of iod.ine in a reactor.
[tre first paper of HTLLARY f'tof reported. the behaviour of fission product
iotline-131 eoa,nating fron d.efective fuet elements which was reLeasecl into
the coolant andr in attdition, the behaviour of raetlryl iodide which was
intentional\r introduced. into the reactor. rn the former case, the iod.ine
was found. to occur nainly in the forn of urethyl ioctide, while up to at nost
10 $ occrtrred as aerosol or elenental iodine. However, the author notes that
it ie highly probable that sone of the particulate iodine or the mol,ecuLar
iotline nay bave settred on the sampler piping with possibre distortion of
- 
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the final result. Last]y, the ratio of the qua.ntlty of iodinc rolcasccl fron
thc firel to that foqnd ln thc gas was (after deconposition/ilcposition)
4 nO which represents the d.econta,nination factor of the entire lnstallation.
TLre netbyl ioditte which was intentionally introduced into the reactor coo-
ling circuit displays behaviour siniLar to that of the fission iodine (in
that its rate of removal was rapid, at least initialLy) '
The experiment carried out in lbance 1IZ/ on the Chinon-I-gas-graphite
reactor consisted of injecting eLemental- iocline into the coola,nt circrrit.
The principal. conclusions were :
- 
iodine is found from the time of the first measurements in penetra-
ting form;
- 
the concentration of this penetrating form clecreases rapidly with
tine.
It nay be noted that these two papers in point of fact reach a sinilar
conclusion : the prepond.erance of penetrating species in the gaseous phase
and the trapping of these species by the reactor stntctures.
Finally,itispreciselythcconposltionofthesaBeougphase'
and the speci-es encountered in it, which interest the scientist whose task
it is to foresee what may happen in the event of an accidentr in order to
cletermine its behaviour in tllechargee to the atnoepherc. In fact; lt nay
be that rnethyl iociide does not originate in the fuel itselfr anX more tharr
in the f.iquid phase (in ttre case of LWRs) b'ut in the gaseous phase. A cri-
tical study by POSTITIA and ZAVA,OSn h3/ on the possible origins of methyl
iodide concludes that the nost likely origin is a process of radiolysist in
the gaseous phase. As stated above, the air contains organic impu.rities in
quite substantial quantities. The air in an LWR containment build'ing will
be even more loaded with organic vapours fron a wide range of sourcesr 6trdr
in the event of an accident, it will be under prolonged exposure to high
levels of radiation, thus creating a proportion of free radicalsr principal-
ly CH-, naturally resuLting in the formation of methyl iodide. Finallyt the
J
American authors conclucle for a specific case arrcl prescribed. time interval
that methyl iodide must represent something like 3 % 
"f the iodine present
in the gaseous phase, this iodine itself representing only 25 /" of the total
core inventory.
-u-
It nust be appreciated that these figures, which are much lower than
those above put fortard, are not necessarily incompatibte. The high per-
centages of net\rl iodide, arising in normal operation of ga.s-cooled
reactors night then be interpreted as the result of an apparent enrichnent
arising frcm the disappearence of the erenental forrn by attachment to
reactor surfaces. A einilar phenonenon would occur with any reactor : the
proportion of methyl iodide should. increase in proportion to the distance
fron the point at which the iodine was releaseal.
Another point of interest concerns the species of iodine present at
the point of d.ischarge. There is no doubt that, if the relative proportion
of methyl iodide increases, the risk of contamination of the grass-cattle-
nilk-food. chain is llkewise ninimized.
Ihowledge of the origin of the formation of methyl iotticle and its
probable proportion in discharges to the atrnosphere leads to a more precise
approach to the risk arisj.ng from an accidental discharge of iodine. Although
numerous studies have already been rnade to this end, it seems necessary to
determine stiIl more precisely the behaviour of iodine (or its compoirnds)
from its origin to its release into the atmosphere.
2.5. Evaluation of reactor accidents
A paper by IIILLARY and. TAYIOR f'tlf acacribes the reprod.uction in the
laboratory of accident conditions in a SGHIIR. Fission products were
released fron fuels by heating to failure at 1 00O oC in a current of
stean/argon. The authors amive at the conclusion that the ertent of
Xe-133 and. I-131 release d.epends on irrad.iation conditions. Finally they
propose a series of factors to predict the release of total iodine or a
penetrating species of iodlne on the basis of the neasured activity of rare




The burn-up has an effect on the totaL qua,ntity of iodine formed
which is consitlered as being stable (l-127 + T-12)). It has been suggested
that less methyl iodide would be formed, the greater the total iodine qu€m-
tity present. Butl in fact, is it not rather the proportion of organic in-
plrities relative to iodine which ultimately governs the reaction and con-
trols the final qtrantity of penetrating species ?
In the course of this chapter dealing with the pl5rsico-chemical
epecies of iodine, it is observed that this point has always seened cmcial.
The origin of methyl iodide, and the nature of those species of iodine which
are rnore penetrating, sti1l have to be firnly established.
3. TIIE AGEING OF IMPNEGNATE} CHARCOALS
3.1. How does aFeing affect the traps ?
A most serious problen is posed by the change in the retention pro-
perties of charcoals in respect of iodine or nethyl iodide in the course
of time. It is this phenomenon, which is not sufficiently well lolownr which
causes a trap in either continuous or internittent operation at a given
monent to become less efficient than was measured initial-ly. At all events
a plant operator needs to }orow what retention efficiency he may expect for
the different species of iodin€. For this reason periodic in-situ inspec-
tions of the traps axe canied out. The i.nportarrce of these ageing phenome-
na and the in-situ inspection of traps is such that it provided a fitting
title for our Seninar.
The paper by L.R. TA1LOR and R. TAYLOR fI4/ aean specifically rrith
the study of ageing. Sritish research on this topic in progress for several
years has been aimed at reproducing changes in the efficiency of a charcoal
bed irnpregnated either with potassium iodide or with triethylened.iarninet
both dynamical-ly a,nd statically.
an ageing ind.ex is used to e:qlress dynarnic ageing in terms of the
number of tines a volume of air eqtral to the volune of the charcoal bed was
passed through the trap. It is nore conveniently enpressed as the nuraber of
air changes.
-13-
One can in the case of cHrr define an index of perfornance K egual





t= clnrcoal- bed voLume
volune flowrate
The authors anive at the concl.usion that this ind.ex of perfornance
can be expressed. as a function of the number of air changes to which the
trap is e:posed., by relationship of the t;rye :
LoS,,OK=IoB1OKO-Ctt
where KO is the initial index of performance of the trap
C, is a eonstant
N is the number of air cha,nges from the start of in-service rife.
In the same way this index of perfornance would be linked to the age
of the adsorbent by a linear law in the form :
logr'K=Io8.OKO-CZT
in which C is the age of the charcoal in weeks
C, is a conEtant.
The constants for the two equations (for specific impregnated charcoals
in air) were iletermined both in laboratory and plant tests under dlmanic
and static conditions. These equations may be cornblned to give :
loeroK = logroKo - 0.3 x to4tt - 1.3 x 1o-32
3.2. Dissussion on ageing
one of the first questions which comes to mind is the orig:in of this
ageing. While the e:rpression suggested. above accounts for the extent of the
phenomenon in the course of tine, it in fact does not e:rplore the causesr ff
*) lr or d.econta"nination factor is the reciprocal. of the fractlonalpenetration.
!-
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we er;unine an inpregnated charcoal unlt in its original packing which keeps
it airtight, agping is nevertheless observed. Exa:nples can be found /l)/ in
which charcoa-l has deteriorated to a greater ertent tha,n one would expect
from the above forrnr.la. It has been suggestea /I4/ that this agping may be
produced by a substance contained in the charcoal base itselfr and sulphur
is suspected as a possible cause. Another e:rplanation could be recrystafliza-
tion of the inpregnant.
$aamic ageing of charcoal also suggests the possibility of slow oxi-
dation, resulting flom the olrygen in the air.
However, it seems necessary to distinguish between ageing and poiso-
nd.ng in order to apply the above eguations. These equations can only repre-
sent ageing if the air cirsulating over the trap has a standard conposition
and if there is no najor contaminant in the traps - oilt \tapours of solvents
etc. 
- 
thus the word ageing nay be misleading if not precisely defined.
To sum up the situation, bearing in mind that the trap is certain to
age and fgrthermore is ercposed to rrpoisonstr, it is preferable to dimension
the traps generously, so that they are initially capable of a perforrnanc€
rmch higher than the rninirmm requiretl by licensing specifications. The
final cost of the operation umst obrriously be borne in mindt but under no
circumstances is it advisable to be satisfied with minirmm standards of
performalce.
CONCLUSION
As a conclusion to the deliberations of the participants which forned
the basis of this chapter, it woul-d be usef\rL to stress the main pointst
which seemed to emerge throughort this session and which night merit f\rrther
stuilies in the f\rture.
1. Definitive characterisation of the penetrating species of iodine
(1gO, 11IO-) involving advancecl analybical procedures - nass spectro-5'
nctrl for exa,nPle.
2. The processes of fornation of these penetrating species. It has
been shown that a possible fornation process of mettryl iodide - to
take only this conpourrd - could be by radiolybic reacti.on within
- 
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the gaseotrs phase. hrture work in the laboratory, under realistic
cond.itions such as night be encourterecl in a reactor, rna;r d.oubtless
either invalidate or confirm this hlpothesis antl perhaps even guan-
ti.flr more accurately the conposition of the gas-borne species to
be filterecl.
3. Studies on the problem of the ageing of sorbents will obviously
take a long time. It is suggested. that an attempt be made, in the
near f\rture, to try to collate all the results obtained from in-
service ercperiance, for example, and, if feasible, attempt to ana-
lyse the data so obtained, referring, for instance, to the index
of performance proposed by the British authors.
A first step in this direction has been taken at the lbrlsnrhe Seminar,
where a comparison of the techniques used in various laboratories has been
initiated.; this is to be followed by f\rther conparisons with various
sorbent materials.
The European Comrnrnities have proposed a flrrther meeting in a few
yearsf tine on the subject of iodine traps. Perhaps, on that occasion, new






Albeit in the context of a semLnar on lodine FiLter Testing, it
is undoubtedJ.y true that the fundamental requlrement of the sorptlon
unit of an ioiline trapping plant ls good design. In an ideal sltuation,
lf this is realised, then testlng is carried out nerely to prove the
perfornance and to ensure that it is maintalned above an acceptable
level throughout its service life. In reality this is not by any nean6
always so and there are rnany examples of cases ln which testing has
eerved princlpally to highlight design, as well as manufacturing, in-
stallation and maintenance defects. There is in practice an inter-
action amongst these factors whi.ch must be appreciated and unfortu-
nately very often experienced before a plant - and its deslgn - beoomes
acceptable.
The essential information which must be available to provide a
cornplete basis for design may be convenlently considered a6 answers
to the questions:
What is the plant requlred to trap ?
Under what conditions will it operate ?
What performance is required ?
How can these requirenents be best achieved within the
l"imits of exlsting scientiflc and technical knowledge ?
What are the economic constraints ?
The nature of this infornration will change by different degrees
depending upon the various duties for which the plant is requlred -
once-through reactor blowdown or recirculation, containnent ventil-a-
tion or clean-up, ancl aleo on nuclear reactor type; stald-\r or continuoug
operatlon with flowing gasi hot cell or fuel reprocessing pLa^nt duty.
*) Bibliography see p. l)
- 
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In the context of the present semlnar it is useful to ask the
questions : what further information and work progralnne are required
to eliminate current design problems and how far can existing deslgns
be eaLd to be satisfactory ?
One of the sessions of the seminar hIaE devoted to design as-
pects of iodiue Eorption p1ant. In additj-on the other sessions of
the seninar, together with the discussion periods, included many
additlonal references to design and in this brief report an attenpt
is made to summarise design aspects naterial derived from the whole
of the neeting. In particular, there was a considerable feedback
from plant testing exPerience since the latter, in some instancest
brought to li5ht design defects which could then be dealt with. It
should also be borne clearly in raind that the seminar was devoted
almost excluEivefy to the trapping or sorption of vapour forms of
lodine-lJl. Nevertheless, even lf not Siven undue emphasis here,
the same trapping plant has to deal with other fission products and
with other gaa-borne speciest Principally in particulate form.
consequently, ln additlon to the sorption bed whi-ch controls the
release of iodine and lts compounds, the plant wiLl include at least
one high efficiency particulate filter of the HEPA or rrabsolutert
type. Furthermore, in many apptications there will- also be a re-
ouirenent for a device to control free water droplet removal.
In an introduction to the design of iodine sorption plants
attention should be drawn to a U.S. report /16/ which is one of
the few available docunents on this subject.
It has been endeavoured to classify the design information
rrhich was presented at the meeting in terms of design requirements
(species to be trapped, sorption naterial and engineering factors),





Little new of note was reported. here, aLthough work continues in
various laboratoriesl Dring the dissussion some eviclence was given for
further penetrating species of jodine and e:rperiments are in hand to con-
firm the nature of these compounds. Gas chromatographic techniques are also
being developed to examine the form of iodine released during fue1 reproc€sg-
ing operations at WN( *)r Kar1snhe. A cautionary note was sounded in in-
terpretation of data derived with the latter technique, that e:rperimenta-
lists rmst ensure by careftrl work that species are not changed or forned.
by the application of such an analytical device partiorl.arly at low nass
concentration.
A Sritish paper fttf 
"eported the resuLts of a few out-of-pile tests
which indicated that the proportion of penetrating iodine, probably nethyl
iodider releaseil from Zircaloy-c1ad uo, frrel into steam at 1 o0ooc rright
be quite small.
rn an interesting theoretical paper /0/, nawtER conclud.ed that a
precursor of iodine-131r telluriunr-131, might be inportant in deterrnining
the transport behaviour of the former isotope. ft is not clear whether there
is any e4gerimental basis for this obserrvation and it will be of interest
to see 1f this is confirmed in the future.
In U.S.A. a,nd to some ertent in Clermany the data on the distribution
of released iodine species have been interpreted to g'ive definitive guidance
to pla.nt designere a,nd operators. rD tbe u.s. they have been iesued Ln
the form of aUSAEC Regulatory Guide 1tl/. Clearly there is aneed for
authoritative dosuments of this ttrpe, so that the designer, rnanufacturer,
and supplier may have the necessary basic information. ft is nevertheless
important that too rmrch detail is avoided. and that such data are reviewed




Work on the development of sorption naterials for iodine and its
vapour conpornds continues in a nurnber of countries. No new rnaterials were
reported and the principal points for attention concemed non-flarnnable
alternatives to charcoal, in-serrrice deterioration of charcoal (ttagpingtt)
including poisoning aspects antl the eval-uation of high radiation effects.
Disadvaltages of charcoal are its relatively low desorption tempera-
ture and its ease of oxidation in air at elevated temperatures which nay
lead to igrrition problerns. Relatively inert, non-fllannable alternative
naterials have been developed wtrich are suitable in mary respects for trapp-
ing lodlne a,nd its conpounds and these have been based prlnoipally oa e11-
ver inpregnated materiaLs such as zeolites. The principal disadvaltage of
silver coated sorbents is their high cost conpared withr for exanple, irn-
pregnated charcoals. Also operational experience with these new naterials
ts presently limitecl.
A Erench paper /t1f aescribed work on the development of siLver
impregnateil zeolites for trapping Errposes at elevated. temperaturee and
during the discussion it became clear that these more expensive materials
are ]ikely to be restricted. to high temperature applications. ft appears
that they have reached the stage of being marrufactured in bulk for pilot-
scale evaluation.
For ftrel reprocesling plant use, which would include in the f\rture
I-129 as well a"s f-131 removal- in presence of large gas-borne concentra-
tions of nitric acirt ancl nltrogen oxid.es, other sllver inpregnatedl naterials
have been developed, particularly in Gerna^n;r, and- a paper was presented des-
cribing work with solid sorbents /t9/ Qs opposed to liquid t;pes based on
agueors nitric acid or mercury salt systems) which rnay be nore suitable for
handling a,nd ultimate storage.
There was considerabLe interest and discrrssion on the question of
the effect of in-service contlitions on the performance of charcoals. A
Sritish paper /t4/ aescribed. work in static and flowing air, both in the
laboratory and in operating charcoal bed sorption plant on the ageing of
KI a.nd TEDA impregnated coalbased charcoals with respect to their p€rfor-
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mance with nethyliodide in the standar,.d high luniclity test. This work inili-
cated that at least in the prescribetl conditions used. in the enperiments a
relatively simple fornula could be applied to d"escribe the d.eterioration rate
a^nd. thus nake a prediction a,nd allowa,nce for thle factor in plant deslgn.
fn discrrssion it was pointed out that this work was continuing on as broa1l.
a basis as possible to collect data under many different operational condi-
tions.
rn contrast to this, other E\rroJrean, German in partiorlat, /t5/ ana
U.S. exPerience seems to indicate variabLe charcoal performance both flesh
and in respect of deterioration rate. Life tines in service varying fbom
2 months to several years were quoted. In some cases poisoning by identifiect
compound.s was at Least partly reponsible for this deterioration.
It is to be anticipatetl'that the'se apparent d.ifferences in results
shouLd be capable of explanation in the future assuming that this work con-
tinues and various effects or necha^nlsna can be separated and id.entified.
C1-ear1y it is an important aspect of sorption tecbnolory meriting f\rrther
work both on charcoals and- newer alternative materials. Additionally, atten-
tion should be given to storage conditions, in-plant as well as in-drlm,
to lengthen in--service life, particura:nly for stand-by situations.
Drring the d.iscussion periods, in the partiorlar contert of LWR safe-
tyr mrch reference was made to the requirement for investigation of the
effects of high radiation on charcoal performance, in sirmlation of the
imrnediately post-DBA *)situation 
. This aspect, together with sirmrltaneous
and conbined. effects of oxidative heat production and gas (air) ftoru on
i5;rnition characteristics and effects of test rnaterlals like D.O.P. x*), used
for IIEPA performalce testingr ancl freons, is covered by the very conprehen-
sive progranrne of d-evelopment work omently being canied out in the U.S.A.
/ZO/ /Zt/. ft is r:nd.erstood that consi,C.eration is also being given to the
incorporation of some Europea,n sorption materials into the U.S. prograrnmes.




llhere waa sone diecussion of the need for specifying the various
plgrsical oharacteristics of charcoals for use ln iodine trapping plant. For
€xglnpl€, quite close tolerances recognized to be wasteful for the nanufac-
turer are placed upon particLe eize distribution in IJSL /17/ /2zf eo tb,at
perforuance with nethyl iodide, plant pressure tlrop and dust content nay
be properly controlled. ft afso appears that eone European countrieer 9o$o
Gernargr, are making progress towarcls closer definition of these pararneters.
Additionally, there are also requirements for nanufacturers to be asked to
supply sanples of charcoal representative of the batch loatted to the plant
so that they can be tested with netlryl iodide to confirm their performance
both freeh and after periods of simulatecl in-service tine.
Srgineerina Factors
Given a conprehensive knowletlge and undeistanding of the gas-borne
iocline conpounds which require trapping, the conditions under which the io-
dine eorption plant will operate, a weLl clefined objective of perfontance
deri.ved. fron a safety assessment and a suitable trapplng roaterial with ade-
quate pemtanent retention properties, it then remains to und'ertake the
cbenical engineering task of designing the plant.
ltre prlncipal requirernent here is to ensure that all the gas whlch
requires cleaning contacts the sorptlon material efficient\r. Ttrus a parti-
cular iodine sorption ulit - which will norually be baseal on a solid sor-
bent 
- 
urust be so designecl as to incorporate the ninimun of seals anct
any devices which nay a1low gae to Sr-pass the eorbent and carry with it
untreateil iocline.
The whoLe plant section, or ductl nust tberefore be conpletely filled
with sorbent so far as this is possible. Itris ideal however is in practice
difficult to achleve, for it frequently conflicts with other requirernents
such as refill capablllty, naintenance, sa,urpling and instrunentation.
of other design consid.erations, the nore inportant include flow
direction (to evoi<l fluidieation, eettling), sorbent staytiure (to achieve
rnaxinun perfor:nance), iodine loading, available pressure dropr sorbent
retention agangenente (to ensure eepecial\r in ehallow layer deslgne
that channelling cannot develop), inc]usion of facillties for
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plant testing and removal of t3rpical" sorbent samples for laboratorf ?ss€ss-
ll€nt r
As noted earlier it is a feature of the U.S. approach in this field
that information of the t;4pe presented in the Burchsted-l\rller hantlbook
/t6/, upa.ated and erbended in some r'espects, is being incorporated into
documents h7 / wlnicn give guitlance tc, the U.S. air cleaning inctustry on
the desigfr of suitable plant for the controL of fission product iod.ine
rel-ease from nuclear facilities. TUo f\rther references given in the above
dosunent /L7 / 
^pp"o to be of special interest covering tbe desiga 
of high
efficiency gas phase iod.ine sorption units /Zl/ arra the supply requirements
- 
which a€iain represent defined desiggr objectives - for activated carbon
sorption materials fZZ/. fne dosument contains nmch information of value
to the designer and includes sections on system d.esign criteria and quali-
fication testing, maintenance requirerments and laboratory testing criteria
for charcoal.
These factors will be discussed in the following section in the con-
text of other papers presented at the seminar together with points made
iluring the dissussion periods.
X'ESIGN APPLICATIONS AND OPERATIONAI, IDGERIENCE
Contributions on a wide variety of sorption unit tlpes were presented
at the meeting, viz.: for gas-cooled reactor discharge (higtr pressure) and
recirqulation or ventilation plantq water-cooled reactor trapping plantt
hot-cell arrd fuel reprocessinpg duties. Once-through and reclrculatlng
desigas were included, both deep and shallow-bed t3pes. trLow direction and
other design parameters included many variations.
The session on design aspects of iodine sorption plant comprised five
papers, two of which concerned princi,:palIy sorption naterials developnent
either for flrel reprocessing purposes; /t9/ or for specialised high-tenpera-
ture application /tB/. ot the tblee remainin6l papersr one by IfiRRE /24/
(Cermany) related to eng'ineering design aspects of fue1 reprocessing plant
units. The presentation by STRAUSS et A /25/ (Cermany) described two
designs, a ring-type system alrd, more importantlyr a deep-bed horizontal-
flow systeur with convenient gravity-:fllow charcoal filling and emptying
-24-
arrangements. It is perhaps of special significance that the latter unit
wae stated cluring dissussion to have given consistently very gootl in-situ
test performo,nc€o The other paper by PASSAM /Ze/ (Zr:,tain) described a
deep-bed vertically downwards-flow system which was installed in the I'Mag-
noxrl t;pe nuclear power stations. This design had given variable in-situ
test performance results /Zl/ a"t with careftrt attention to flanges, seals
and instal-lation had been ghor,rm to be capable of g:iving good perforn?nc€o
PASSAIIT also described a sinilar tlesign for commercial AGR stations.
Other papersr particularly in the teet e:cperlence session, deecribed
designs aseociated with :
a) ttre British Windscal-e AGR and several hot ce1ls /28/ incotporating
a variety of deep-bed d.esign concepts nost of which when applied
had given initially poor in-situ test resultsl by attention to
seals ancl other by-pass probleras, and to one instance of ertensive
poisoningl these plants had been irnproved a,nd the perforna,nce
essentially restored to a satisfactory level1
t) ttre Sritish Winfrith ScglfR /29/ coarprising a quite large-capacity
.1(3OO m'/rnin) down-flow design baeetl on deep-bed (10 cn) tut
relatively large dianeter open-tray concept which had been shown
to perforn satisfactorily;
c) variors ftalian designs f 3Of rcterred to beIowl and
d) other European designs generally of the d.eep-bed t;pe, Germar, /lt/
Enenoh /lz/, suatlow-bed, Dutch /ll/, s.tgrar, /Zq/ and swedish /35/
which had usually given satisfactory in-situ test performance but
with, in some cases, reported- leakage and eettllng (by-passing)
problems : in generall little detailed design information was g'i-
ven in these latter papers, thus it is d.iffiqult to comment except
in broad terns.
An additional feature of the design session of the meeting was the
presentation of slides by ZAVAIOSK (U.S.A.) to ittustrate the interaction
of other items of nuclear power plant on iodine trapping plant installations
in the U.S.A. Some of the points rnad.e were :
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a) the inadvertent onission of'water seals in $ipes pernittecl by-
passing of sorption units;
b) seals for conponents were non-unifornly loaded or not held dorm
firnly enough, giving by-pasnlng problensl
c) renovable charcoal sa,nples were merely suspended in a^n air strean
and thus were not orperiencing typical in-service flsw condltions;
a^nd
d ) access for sorption pla.nt exanination a,nd naintena.nce was often
guite restricted by other plant itens.
These cornrnents and i[ustrations have recently been ertend.ed in a
firrther paper by ZAVAIOSKI et aI . tn 1974 /43/.
one of the principal points for d.iscussion rlas the question of bed.
depth. Practice in Europe, rith few exceptione, has been to adopt a rera-
tively deep sorbent bed (norrnally lo cm or more) 
- 
on whd.ch nany satisfac-
tory in-situ test resurts were reported 
- 
as the basis for design with the
nain objective of reduced. risk of cha.nnelling brt usually with the dis-
advantage of hj.gher presgure drop. rn contrast, u.s. practice has been
based on a reratively shallow-bed depth (5 cm or less) particularly in
respect of LI.IR second.ary containrnent clean-up where very large flow-rates
of air (5ooo m'/nin) are required.
ft was notecl in *iscussion that a d.eep-bed design is presently being
installed in one pla,nt in the U.S.A. and, on the other hamd, consideration
was being given to the use of sharlow-bed t;pers in Britainl for large flow
ventilation duty . An rtalian paper /lo/ an operational test experience
quoted resu1ts on both shallow and deep-bed.s wh:ich ind.icated yariable effi-
ciency, but there was no e:rp1a^nation for this.
rt was apparent that no comparat:Lve test d.ata, deep-bed. versult
shallor{-bedr were availabl.e in u.s.A. However fron Gernan e:rperience it
wag clear that almost inrrariably the shalrow-beil firters give poorer re-
suLts than deep-bed. filters of veseel .type.
Und'oubtedly nore work neede to be done to evaluaie this design yeri-
able on both pilot and full-scale a.nd it is rmderEtood that experinental
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studies are proposed in Sritain.
Both in the presentation of papers and during disqrssion a clear
distinction energed between British experience and that in other European
countries. The former designs had showr, apart fYom indiuidual cases of
poisoning, principal-ly problens associatetl with by-pass leakage 
- 
1.e.
inability to get all the gas being treated to contact the sorbent - whereas
in the latter cases there was relatively mlch more pre-occupation with prob-
lens of the Eorbent nateri.al itself, particularly ln respect of variable
in-service performance and poisoning or radiation effects.
Test experience al-so d.rew attention to a f\pther point in the area
of definition of objectives. British experience /Za/ inaicates that it is
diffiqult in praotice to achieve a performance better than a p.p. *) for
rnethyl iodide of 103 
- 
rc4 or, with carer a little higher /Zl/. It is ergu-
abl-e therefore that this ehould represent a realistic objective for the
purpose of safety assessments.
further to the information presented on the continuing development of
non-flarnrnable alternative sorbent materials, there was a stirmrLatinS diEcuss-
ion on the potential charcoaL igrdtlon problen frorn a pla,nt desigl and
operation viewpoint. This was mostly in terms of cl.arification of present
U.S.A. practice. The objective is to 
.PI@! the ocqmence of charcoal ig'
nition; there is some evidence that once it has taken hold it is diffictrlt
to control . Water spraJrs are incorporated into the desig::r to provide addi-
tional cooling to the aorbent, and it appears tha,t work is continuing to
define operating lirnitsr eogo critical water-flow. Uhat was not clear,
powever, was tbe ertent to which the effect of flooding of the charcoal
on its iod.ine removal perforuance wae being taken into account.
These sorption plants are duplicated so that flortring conditions carr be
ensured (arrd, thrs, better heat removal) by the use of alternative fans and.
ctoss-ov€r Lines.
The diffiqulties of designing a suitable system for monitoring the
sorbent material during service were also discussed at some length.
*) D.F. or decoatauination factor ie the reciprocal of the fractional
penetration.
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The alternative nethods are :
a) to sirmrlate in-service life in the labfratory, probably only
directly relevant for plants on stand-by duty;
b) to incorporate renovabLe samples into |he nain sorbent bed as
typifietl by Br{.ttsh practlce at Windsc$.le /28/ ;
c) to arrang€ a sanple or samples on a by+pass line parallel to the
nain plants taking a proporti.on of the nain gas flow, as epplied
in Gernany and in trbanceg
a) to incorporate a renovable plant secti4n of the pleated rr\lr tJpe
unitl or
e) after gainingaccess to the bed to take samples by nerrra /29/.
Each of these methods has certai.n ilisadvantages and there is probably
no ideal soLution when the nunber of srarnples required for adequate uonitor.-
ing is ta.ken into account. Neverthelesa, a good deal can be done in tluie
manner and continued. e:rperience will srhow how satisfactory, compared with
sanples taken directly flon the pla,nt at end-of-life, these rnethods prove
to be. The linited British e:cperience nere /t4/ /28/ with one t1rye of plant
and charcoal- indicates pronise of a sc,lution but this will have to be
judged against experience presently being gained in a wide variety of plant
applications.
SUM!,IARISING REMARKS
In sumnar;r there was, in the Limited context of the design aspects
which were consid.erect, a useful discussion of a number of points. ft is
clear that there are continuing problems, both oor the requirernents of the
sorbent materiall €ogo in--service deterioration characteristics, develop-
nent of non-flarunable alternatives to charcoalr but perhaps more so with
regard to plant eng'ineering. A large number of d.iffering desig,ns and appli-
cations were described, though nany in insufficient detail. E:cperience in
testing these various d.esigns in-situ gave rise to variable results, some
very E;ood, but some poor. However, in most cases the latter can be overcone
by f\rrther attention to design (and construction, instalLation, rnaintenance)
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'. o eliminate b5r-pass routee in partiorlar and, in the nrainr good or ade-
quate perfonnance reEtorecl. It appears to be necessary at an early stage
bowever to concentrate upon fewer designs so that a point nay be reached
quite quickly at which gteater confidence can be placed upon a particular
design concept.
Specific design aspects which appear to nerit continuing attentlon
conprise :
a) ninination of routes for by-passing of the sorbent.
b) Sorbent sa,npling arrangements to enable the satisfactory
nonitoring of the sorbentr in-servicer to be carried out.
c) nstaltishnent of nrles or guideliaes for the assessment of
allowances for adequate nargins for sorbent ageing or
poisoning a,nd other factors of uncertainty.
a) T}re interaction of other pla,nt items and of factors such
as naintenantce, sampling and testing reguirenents on design.
e) Stuaies of the properties of sorbent rnaterialsr including :
(i) In-service deterioration d.ue to poisoning or ageing
effects
(ii) naaiation effects
(i:.i) Statility with respect to oxidation a,nd desorption.
2t9 
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TEST I{BTIIODS AIID OPERATIONAL EXPERItsICE *)
J. G. Wilheln
IatroductLon
Nornal safety procedures tleoigned to ensure the availabllity and
reliable performance of inportant cornponente of engineered. eafeguard.
eystens in nuclear technologr include the testlng of iottine sorption nate-
rials in the laboratory and in-eitu testing of iodine filters, Such tests
are camied out in virtuarly all countries which have nuclear prants
equipped. with iocline fiLters. Test results are not readily traneferable,
however, since the nethods and test conilitions ueed are not known in suf-
ficient detail, and no attenpts have been roade as yet to 1ay down inter-
national standards. This causes probJ-erns not onLy for the nanufacturer of
iodine filters who wishes to sell hie products on the international narket
and for the \rer and the expert who have to accept or give an opinion on
the performance of the filters, but eLlso for the research worker, who
cannot readily compare the val.ues meersured in hie own laboratory wi.th
other data, anil is therefore arways jn some doubt as to the validity of
his results. The seminar on iotline fj.lter testing provided an opportunity
for d.etailed consicleration of the various testing methods in the papers
presented and the exhaustive discussi,ons which foJ-lowed, with a view to
fintling a common basis for comparative measurenents.
Test agents used to neasure the penetration of iodine sorption materials
and iodine filters
A11 the reports (presented by authors fron Germarly /ldf , Ue
United King'clon /ll/ , lbanes flSf , ttatv /39/ , the t[ethertande f4of ,
and sweden /l>/) neatioaed. r-}3l-labetted methyl iodide (a nrirture of
cH-r-131 and cH.r-127) as a suitable test agent both for laboratory tests55
of the iodine sorption material and in-situ teeting of iodine filters, and
reported. on the relevant experinental techniquqs. Sorne papers aleo referred
to the uge of labeLled elemental iod.ine. The pruperties of these two test
agents were cornpared in several paperg, e.g. /37/ , showing that nethyl
iod.ide has certain definite ailvantages for in-gitu teeting over elernental
iod.iner namely a siurprer production rnethod, easicr handLing, higher vola-
*) nibtiography see p. 73; Gerrnan version see p. 59
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tility and relatively high chemical stability. Ihe use of elenentalr la-
belletl iod.ine as a teet agent instead of methyl ioditte is usually only eseen-
tial for in-situ testing where the leaktightness of ioiline filters loadeil
with uninpregnated charcoal is being tested.. this t;rye of sorbentr which
does not r€move organic iod.ine cornpouncls to a satisfactory degfeer should
not be useal in nuclear instaltatiotlao Th€ sorption of eleoental iodine on
surfac€s, which conplicates in-situ testing anong other things' can be
reduced blr ctepositing inactive elemental iodine on surfaces before the
ln-situ testing is carried outr, as wae reported. in referencee /lB/ ana
/t21.
During_the dissuseions, great interest was expressed in a compa-
rison of in-situ testing with nettqrl iodide and the test method introduced
in the IISA entailing the use of freons f4tf. n.ng inactive, freone require
no safety neasurea for ratliological protection. However, freon test nethods
have not becone popular in Europe, and only two papers, refer€nc", /lg/
arLd /3O/, gave some detail-s of thern and of the equipnent used. The expe-
rlmental effort required seems ilieproportionately high cornpared with the
nethyl iodide-131 testing roethocl, because it ie necessary to carry out pre-
lirninary experinents and neasure very small concentrations of freons quan-
titatively W gae chronatography. Analysis usi.ng rnethyl iodicte-131 requiree
only one measuring device, which is a norma). part of the basic eguipnent
of a radiological protection laboratory in nuclear plants.
In the 1ively d.iscussion on the use of nethyl ioditte-'|31 a^nd the
freon testing nethoil, the following points were considered :
1. Conparieon of the tlne needed for the fiLter testing.
The two rnethods of testing for leakage were said to require about
the eane amount of time, excluding the tirne neectecl to manufacture the
labelled methyl iod.icle.
2. The possibility of repairing a leak immediately after it has been dis-
covered. during the in-situ testing.
If filter bank systerns with charcoal filter cells. are usedr there
could be certain atlvantagee in using freon as a test agent in that it
will not cauae radioactive contamlnation of the filter. In the caee of
testing of iodine filter units which have filter housings or such filter
.ll-
banks, which pernit use of the bag changing techniqu€, or in the case
of deep-bed vesgel-type filters wh:r.ch can be Loaded with charcoal through
charging inlets outside the contam:Lnatetl area, contanination of the
filters during the in-situ testing is not a problern. When filters have
been contaminated during nornal operations, the add.itional- contarninatlon
caused by testing with urethyl iodide-131 is of little account.
ltre naterial presented at the seninar wag not ertensive enough to
allow a conparison of test resulte usLng freone and nethyl iodicle-131 for
in-sttu testing. }{or did any clear picture energe fron the d.iscussions.
Even allowing for the fact that freon testlng ie purely deeigned to detect
by-pass mechanical leakage and does not provide indications of fiesion
product iodine retention in the charcoaL, as d.ocs the nethyl iottirte-131
testr the interest shown in a conparieon of the results of the two proce-
dures is understanclable, partlcularly as freon teeting in the usA has been
approved by the USA$ /n/ . It would eeec! that adcli.tlonal work ln this
field is vita}r including a check on any possibtre poisoning caused. ty the
freon in the charcoal.
fn-situ tcsting of ioaline fiLters with label1ed. methyl iodiale
It was eviilent from the papers preeented that there are only nlnor
differences in the application of the in-situ testing method with rnethyl
iodide-131 in the various countries, and that these tlifferences relate to
the methods used to nanufacture the test agent, the nunber and deslgn of
the sanplers upstream and clownstream and d.ifferent saurpling times d.uring
the testing. A11 reports agreed on the uee of test agent activities between
1 and 1OO m0i methyl iod.id.e-1311 the activity required in each case is
determined by the flow rate through the filter syston being tested., the
sanple flow rate for measuring the activity and the detection threshol,d
of the measuring equipnent. It is irnportant to establish that the risk of
an appreciable release of rad.ioactive test agent can be excluded by pre-
f.iminary testing with a 1ow activity source.
A discussion then ensued as to whether the sane charcoal should
be useal for the saurpllng during the in-situ testing as in the iodine filter
under teet, or whether it would be better to use charcoaLs of very high
efficiency in the eamplers (e.g. charcoals of veny sma).L grain size which
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cannot be used in iodine filter plants). B5r using charcoal fron the origi-
naL batch in the sampler, a direct conparison can be nade between the effi-
ciency of the unusecl charcoal (when a nulti-stage sanpler is ueed) and that
present in the iortine filter which has agetl during operation and nay be
also poisoned. Against this advantage, however, there is the fact that the
flow rate through the eanpler muet be adjusted accord.ing to the air veloci-
ty in the nain filter, so that the alreafir Large ratio between the flow
ratc through the iorline filter, usuaLly severaL thousand.s or teng of thou-
1,
eands n',/h, and the partial flow through the samplers which is in the region
1,
of 0.1 to 10 n'/h becones even leas favourable. Adclltionallyr this method.
of testing the sorbent naterial is less sensitive than a laboratory test.
ThE results of in-situ tests using labeLled nethyl-iodide can aLso
be difficult to interpret. One problen referredl to in the discussions was
the apparently unavoid.able slight contamination of the test agent with
still nore penetrating iodine conpounds than rneth;rl locliile. When deep-bed.
filters of very high efficiency were tested.' the activity retained in the
activated charcoal eampler down-stream of the iod.ine filter was often un-
evenLy ttistributed, instead of showing the nornal separation profile' which
can be describeaL as an exponential functlon. The distributlon suggested
highly penetrating iotline compounds rather than the nornal retention beha-
viour for elemental iottine or nethyl ioclid.e. In such casesr the result of
the test depends not only on the total attributable to mechanical leakage
and penetration of elenental iodine or methyl iodide, brut also on the pro-
portion of highly penetrating iod.ine compounds in the test agent. llhe
possibl}ity of mislnterpreti.ng test results ca.n largely be excluded \r
carefirl examination of the retention profiLe of the test agent actlvity
in multi-stage down-stream sanplers. Using elernental iocline as a test
agent, certain workers fllf nave establiehed a ratio of elemental iodine
to other iod.ine conpounds in the exhaust alr varying between 1 I 1) and
1 t 670; an arithrnetical nean of 12J wae calculated. When nethyl iodide
was used, this ratio of nethyl iodicle to other lodine conpound.s was
1t2xto{to1:0.1.
In thig connection, the results of measuremente with May-Pack-type
eanplers down-strean of an iodine filter through which the exhaust air fron
a hot ceLL was filtered were particularly interesting /34/ . Iodine conpounds
were observeil to behave very dlfferently as regards removal behaviour, de-
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pending on the reagents ueed in the hot ce11 for the separation of f-131
fron irradiated tellurltn oxid.e. Sfurilar rneasurmente ehowed that retention
efficiency apparently depended on the iod.ine concentratton h'tf .
the validity of in-situ tests with labplled nethyl iodide was
aleo discussed in connection with the conditione under which the iodine
filters operate :
In-situ tests can usually only be carnied out under the normal operating
conditions of the iodine filter unit to be tested. The degree of penetra-
tion neasured when labelLed nethyl iorlid.e is used as the test agent can
onLy be consialereal to be a sufficiently conservative ind.ication of the
performance of the iodine filter when exposed. to a fission product iod.ine
mixture of unlcnom conposition if the test conditions are not essentiaIly
tlifferent fron the most unfavourabl-e operating oond.itions. In particular,
when the penetration to be expectetl under reactor accident conditions is
assessed, the effect of the relative huni.clity of the air, which may be
narkedly increased, rnust be tal<en into account. The accuracy of an extra-
poLation of the penetration values measured during in-situ tests for
increased air hunid.ity is highly prob.LernaticaL since :
1. ft cannot be ensured that the charooal in the iotline filter is in
adsorptiondesorption equilibriurn with the water-vapour content of the
inconing air. Ilteasurenent of the relative air hunidlty, which ie easi\r
carrieil out during the in-situ testing, cloes not permit arly correlation
between air hunid.ity antl penetration.
2. 1[he relationship between the penetration of the charcoal ancl air hunictlty
cannot be expectecl to be the sane as it ie iA laboratory tests involving
unusedl charcoal.
3' The tlegree of penetration inclicatect W the in-eitu testing ref.ects the
totaL leakage rate attributable to necha"nical leakage and the penetra-
tion of the charcoal-, and the lmportance of lndividua1 effects cannot be
ascertained without additional effort.
ft was pointetl out in the papers and tllscussions that consiclerabLe
ageing and poisoning can be observed even during the in-eitu testing with
IabelLed methyl iodicte under normal operating contlitions (see, for en'urple,
details given in referen."t /15/ ana /f/),but that it is not poseible to
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make anJr definite statearent regarding the penetration folLowing an acci-
ctent or regardlng the conclition of the charcoal, without additional labora-
tory testing of representative activatetl charcoal samples fron the iod.ine
filter. It is not al-ways possible, however, to rernove samples fron the fil-
ter, and removal can in arry case cause leakage if not properly controlled.
It was reported in one paper /lZ/ tn t the values measured- during
the in-situ testing bore no relation to the results of the laboratory tests.
llthe difference was attribrtrted mainly to mechanical leakage and tlust, which
is a possible explanation. The conbination of a nunber of effects on an
iodine filter after a serious acciclent can lead. to activity releases with
consequences not apparent either fron the resuLts of the in-situ testing or
fron laboralory tests. A supplernentary type test for emergency iodine filters
uncler simul-ated accid.ent conditions would therefore appear to be Dec€ssotlo
fn reference /42/ a suitable fiLter test facility is described.
LaboratorTr testing of iod.lne sorption material
A11 the papers on the teeting of activated charcoal in the l-abo-
ratory showecl a6reenent on the cholce of labellecl nethyL ioclide as the
test agent. In a few cases, additional tests were carried out using labelled
elenental iocllne. The kinds of equiprnent described can all be useal to test
iodine sorption naterials in air or gas of high relative hrmidity (n.n.),
although the apparatus and instrunents provided vary coneiderably, and it
is possible that these differences Lead to different degrees of retention
being rneasured for the sane activated charcoals under conparable conditions.
Ttre relative gas hurnid.ity proved to be the most difficult parameter to fix
and neasure, especially when neasursnents were carriecl out in the region of
high air hunidity (>g>/, R.H.).It was apparent frorn the discussions that
the various E\rropean laboratories are extremely interested in comparative
testing, a"nd participante welcomed the fact that the Comnission is prepared
to organize an intercomparison progranme. It wlll be more appropriate to
comment on the various t;pes of laboratory test apparatus when the results
of comparative testing are available.
ft was also agreed that it was essential to test the retention
efficiency of the charcoals with respect to labelled methyl iodicle in order
to assess their suitability for use in iodine filters. None of the papers
dealt with the testing of other properties of activated charcoals. ft was
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apparent from the discussions that systernatic rneasurement of the grain-slze
clistribution, the internal surface, pore size a,nd distrilmtion, porosity,
hardnessr inpregnation etc. are carried out alnodt exclusively by the nanu-
facturers of charcoal and., to a nuch snaller ertent, b;r filter manufacturers.
Those laboratories which d.o neasure the retention efficiency of the charcoal
seldom neasure the other properties.
The grain size is a particul,arly inportant factor affecting the
rctention efficiency of a specific type of charcqal. ft was pointed out
tluring the diecussions that a definition of the naxinum and rninimum grain
sizes has not in itself provetl sufficiento The pdrcentage distrilrtrtion of
the various grain sizes within the given limits utust be etandardized. fn a
few countries therefore the proportion of the charcoaL within closely d.e-
fined particle size ranges nust be carefully controlleil, thus largely
excluding an;r alteration of the retention efficisncy on the basis of grain-
size distritrution.
The papers and cliscussione showecl that l-aboratory tests on iodine
eorption material using labelled methyl iodide nust be carried out under
carefirlly seLected and controLled conditions in order to :
Check the suitability of unusecl charcoal batches as chargecl to the
iodine filter, because the efficiency of diffetrent charcoal batches
even of the same t;4pe from the same manufacturer can vary considerably.
Analyse quantitatively in-service ageing and poisoning effects in order
to determine the sverall effect on the performance of the charcoaL under
the nost severe operating conclitions.
Point 2 is al-so of importa"nce with respect to the required fre-
quency of routine testing.
Fbequency of in-situ testing
Serreral papers, for exarnple /Za/ axra /15/, d.ealt with the requi.red.
frequency of routine iodine filter plant testing. There was no unaninous
agleement, intervals between tests varXring between about two rnonths ancl
two years. The importance attached to routlne tests was reflected in the




lltre following overall picture emergecl r
fhe efficiency of iodine filterE is guickly inpaired. \r erternal
influences, particularly substances such as oiI a,nd organic solventsr Rou-
tine checks are required if they have been expoeed to the effects of harsp
ful substances or after operation under ertrene conditions of pressuret
buniility a,nd tenperature. It ie not certain, however, that the ful1 effects
of euch substances ca,n be recognized in practice.
Any predictions of the ertent of contamination and poisoning of
actirrated charcoal filters rrill entail precise lcrowleclge of the anount a,nd
nature of the conta,ninants and the tine they have been accustrlating in the
filter. Often, such predictions ca.nnot be nade, or carmot be nade with the
reguiretl acquracy. An nnexpected.ly rapid d.ecrease nay therefore occur in
the efficiency of iodine filters which are in continual use or which are
brought into operation after ninor incidente such as nay be expected to occur
rather freguentty during reactor operation and which lead to rninor activity
releases possibly accompa,nied. by a release of stean. The ageing of charcoalt
which nay be detersdned. experinentallyr independently of a,ny abnornal ef-
fects, as in the case of enclosed. sa,nples, is taken to have a basically nuch
snaller effect on perfornance. The overalf resultr thereforet incorporates
sone uncertainty as to the achievable efficiency at a,ny particular timer a,nd
this uncertainty ca^nnot conpletely be elim'inated by freguent routine tests.
fire necessity for routine tests depends on the way iu which the
filter works, erternal influenceEl the design of the iod.ine filterr and
in particular the excega of charcoal addetl (to tatce account of agelng, pol-
soning) and the quality of construction.
If all theee points are taken into accountr the conclusion is
reached tbat it is not possible to lay down a,ny d.efinite nrles as to how
often iodine filters should be tested (for example see references /28/ arn
/+O11. The test freguency should be deterroined for each individ.ual case oa
the basis of a,n evaluation of the consequences of such a deterioration of
perforuance a,nd., where possibler on the basis of erperlnenter including
specific ageing experinents /16/. In principle, iodine filters should be
designetl to accorunod.ate a,n additional quartity of charcoal to conpensate
for ageing and poieoning. llbe cost incurred. would be low in conparison with
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the erpenditure for the additional testing which would otherwise be requiredo
If the design of the fllters ugetl is appropriate and reliable, fewer in-situ
testg will be necessarlrr since samples of the chdrcoal fron the filters can
be exarnined in the laboratory between tests.
During the discussions it was pointecl out that \r systeuratically
separating emergency iodine filters from those for nornal operating cond.i-
tionsr an increased level of safety could. be obtained, with respect to the
perfonnance of the filters in case of accidentso Ttris solution would- large-
1y excl-ude the preload.ing of iod.ine fj.lters which in the event of an;r acci-
dent have a critical role to play in linlting environnental contarnination.
rt wouLcl arso nake it possible, whene the design has proven reliabilitxr to
rely on the performance of the filters with sufficient confid.ence with a
limited test frequency. The division of the firters into those two cate-
gories of appLication presupposes a cl-ear definition of the concepts of
emergency and nor:nal operation. As the discussions showed, icleas on that
subject va"ry considerab]y and the design of the individual reactor and
ventilation systerns must be taken into account when clrar^ring the d.ividing
1 ine.
hovision of charcoal sanples fron the iodine filters
rf no speciaL design features are included for the rernoval of
charcoaL sarnpl-es fron iodine filters, it is usually not poseibLe to obtain
representative sanpLes for laboratory testingo liloreover, samp).ing nay
cause leakage, especial-ly when the fllter cerrs have to be taken out for
the renoval of the representative charcoal sarnples. The leaktightness of
the repraced. fiLter ceLl can often only be verified by firrther in-situ
testing. fn such a caser the effort involved in obtaining a representative
sample of charcoal is too large' Diffisulties can aLso occur in the case of
deep-bed vessel-t;1pe filters because they are usuarry designett in such a
way that it is not possible to rernove charcoal saraples which are r€pr€sen-
tative of the whole bed depth.
several papers referred. to the uee of ec4lipnent in which a propor-
tion of the flow to the main charcoal fi.lter is dlverted through a sarnple
hoLder containing charcoaL taken JYom the original charge of the maj.n filter.
Ttris means that representative charcoal samples can be obtained without
accesa to the iod.ine filter itself. one d.isadva^ntage of passing the air
D
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through the samples in the b;r-pass is the increased probability of necha-
nical leakage. Ihe by-pass sanple holders nust conform to the salre sta.ndard
of leaktightness as the iodine fllter itself. Since every additional b;r-pass
increases the risk of a leakage, their number, and. thus the nwrber of avail-
able oharcoal sa,nples, nust'be strlctly liniteit. Oace they have been testedl
charooal eamples are not usuaIly replacecL in the blr-pass sanple holcler. In
view of the uncertainty regarding the test freguency, there is no guarantee
that the L1mite{ nurnber of sanples avail-able will be sufficient to pennit
testing throughout the service life of the filters.
During the cliscussions, various designs were mentioned which allow
the air to pass througtr charcoal samples in the b;r-pass. However, since no
conplete tlata are available on the nunberr design ancl lealrtightness' no
conparative assessnent can be nacle at the present time. ft shouLd aLso be
pointetl out that the by-pass sanplers used in the Federal Repnblic of
Geruran;r, whlch are hrown as "control filterstt, mUst Cnsure separatiOn of
the actirrateil charcoal into at Least two consecutive becls. Thus a4y poison
nigrating ctown-.stream through the bed wl1L be detecteil in the laboratory
and the rernaining ttepth of the unaffected charcoal can be neasured at each
laboratory test. E<perience to date has shown that oontarnina,nts normall-y
encountered penetrate the becls only slow1y and that rarely do substances
occur of a sufficiently high volatility to penetrate rapidly, for example
a layer of charcoal 5O cm thick ata linear air vel-ocity of !0 cm/s. Gas
chrornatography has provecl a reliable analytical" method for cletermining
the chernical nature of filter poisons. A further simple design of removable





flow deepbed filters was d.escribed in fZBf , ttg. Bu
and Bb. Ttris has enabled useful ageing aair- /4/ to be obtained durlng in-
service useo In-situ testing /ZB/ ot plants fitted nith this type of sarnpler
has shown no leakage problems with this sampler d'esign.
Since the ageing anil poisoning of charcoal filters is a critical
prob}ern in iodine filtration tod-ay, iodine filter plants should on prin-
ciple be fitted with apparatus for obtaining representative cha.rcoal samples.
llhe dliscussions showed that technolory generally has not yet reached the
stage where such features are read.ily available.
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Retention efficiency achievable with iodine filters
No agreement has as yet been reaehetl as to the achievable retention
efficieney of iocline filters. In the case of the deep-bed vessel--type fiL-
tersr at least, there is consiclerable improveurent in performance if the bed
is made cleeper, which can be d.one without great 
€)cp€haeo Performance requi-
rements, however, are still somewhat arbitrary, particularly as below c€r-
tain Limits there are no guidelines for the release of activity fron power
stations apart from a rather vague formuLation : rras l-ow as readily achie-
vable'r. When the question arises as to the mininun rernoval efficiency below
which an iodine filter should be changed, the uFual practice will be to
consult the licensing data. The latter do not nBcessarily correspond. to the
current state of technolory. Atquiries among those present at the meeting
showed. that a minimum clecontamination factor of 1,OOO for radioactive iodine
and radioactive methyl iodide vras considered reasonable for iodine filters
used to filter exhaust gosesr
If i.odine fiLters with shallow beds (or low stay times) are being
used, a DF of 1 
'000 for methyl iodide under high huniality conditions cannot
easily be achieved with sufficient certainty. The relatively lour values
quoted by the USAEC /17/ ,"*n to reflect this sltuatlon.
fn order to speci.fy the reguired ilecontamj.nation factor for an
iodine filter pIant, it is necessary to know the composition of the mixture
of iod.ine compounds in the air as it flows through the filter. A few clata
on this point emerged from the discussion. rn Germany, the currently accep-
ted iodine compositi.on in the reactor containment after a serious reactor
acciilent is 85 /. elarrental iocline, 10 /" nethyl iodide, and ! /, particuLate
iodine, whereas in the USADC Regulatory Guide, 1.J2, the following values
are laid down I 91 /" el-qtental iodine, 4/" methyl iodide, and ) /opati'i-
culate iodine.
Concl-usions
Operating experience and the results of tests carried out on
iodine fiLter units show that high efficlencies can be achieved if the
filters are working correctly and impregnated charcoal is used.
A number of reports nentioned mechanical- leakage in the filter
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plants, yet it coultl cLearly be seen fron the papers presented that designs
clo exigt in which virtually no leaks occur andl whichr when the necessary
effort is made, elinlnate /zA/ /zl/ /15/ or otviate the cauees of leakage,
such as imperfect weldl searns, faulty valves in the by-passr loss of char-
coal caused blr unsatisfactory supports, abrasion or settling of the charcoal-.
Most of the papers showed that the problern of the ageing ancl poi-
soning of charcoa.l while it is being useil in an iocline filter is fully
recognized, but to a large extent unsolved, and there is therefore conside-
rable uncertainty as to the retention efficiency that may be expected at
any given time. Only in absence of poisoning effects ileterioration may be
pred.icted as mentioned bJr British authors /lq/. n was reported that acti-
vatecl charcoal had been poisoned by aliphatic compounas /ZB/ fZ)f, ott ana
solvents, a,ncl that gas chromatography was used to cletermine the nature of
the filter contami.nante f'15/. Ma^ny laboratory tests have been carried out
on samples of the original charcoal from the iodine filters or on by-pass
samples, but the results obtained have not been unequivocal enough for
any finn estimates to be made as to the perforrnance of the iodine filters
over long periods in operation.
fodine filters rrith deep charcoal beds, and therefore a longer
residence tirne, have comparatively longer service 1ives, since the filter
contaminants, providecl they are not too volatile, have alread;r been retained
by the initial layers of activated charcoal. Complete separation of en€r-
gency filters and filters used during normal- operation increases the Level
of safety, since in this case the iodine filter used to control the conse-
quences of any accident would. be largely fYee of any prior contarnination.
The data proviited on the behaviour of ioiline filters should be
taken ae a starting polnt for essential work on the development of iodine
sorption materiaLs with irnprovetl resistance to ageing and poisoning anil for




Although the statenents in the preceding chapters are composed fron
clifferent points of view, they endeavour to cover as fulry as possible the
problems of iodine filtration, which confront the designers of ventilation
systens and filters on the one ha,nd and the power station na,nagenent and
the licenEing authorities or control organieationa on the other hand..
The variable oriSln of the eorbent naterial, the physicochemical com-
plexity of the sorption phenornenon, the very lioiteti experience with sor-
bent naterials on a^n ind.ustrial scale under ext4exne operational cond.itions,
the lack of coordination with respect to quality control and sorption nea.
sulenent tecbrriques conetitute the nain rea,Eons w\r in teohnical discuesions
concerning this subject different ways of presedtation can be found a,nd
d.ifferent standarale applied.
The fact that during the seninar only very little infonnation could be
gathered. about legal requirements a^nd adruinistrative rules to be followed
in the field of iodine filteringr nay be attributed to this situation, too.
Pragnatic solutions a^nd ad-hoc studies have been hitherto nore comnon in
this field than precise regulation.
USAEC Regulatory Guide 1.r2 x) represents a step forward in the speci-
fication of design, operational conditions, naintenance and testing proce-
clures for certain tSpes of filter installation. It is likely that some of
the principles laiil dorm ln this guide will also be followed in European
countries, as long aa no other reconmend.ation is available.
Tlre Europea,n Connission, being alrare of this situation in the field
of iodine filtration, has nillingly taken up the suggestion raised. during
the serdnar to orga,nlse an interconparison of iodine sorbent test rnethod.s
x) negu}atory Gulde 1.!2 rrDesignr testing, naint,enance criteria for atnos-
phere clea^n-up syeten air filtration and adsorption units of light-wa-
ter cooled nuclear power pla,ntsrr, USAEC June 1973, reproduced in /t7/,
Eee Seninar voI.I, pp. 555-553.
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nade on the sane raaterial by different laboratories *). It is erpected that
proceed.ing in this nanner will be the best way to etirulate a coordination
in filter testing and measurenent technigues. It should be an objective
that at least one laboratory in each Menber State norks according to the
principles a^nd nethods developed within this series of interconparison
tests. Once this ain is achieved, it will be easier for the plant operators
antl the control organisations to obtain reliable inforroation about the
actual quality of the eorbent nateriaL which ie in uee.
This is not the place to present a^n appreciation of the improvenents
obtained in filter techniques. llhis has been done in detail above and es-
pecially in Volume I of the Seninar Proceedinp. In view of the irnporta,nce
which has to be attributed to iodine reno\ral techniques in the fra,ne of fu-
ture energr progranmes and in view of the desirable tlevelopnent in this
field, it nay be useful to enphasize here sone itnportant items nentioned in
the body of this report, which urgently require solutions or at least nore
attention than they have found hitherto.
Such itens comDrise s
(a) for the attention of charcoal roanufacturers a^nd/or filter designers
- 
origin of poisorring and ageing of the sorbent material;
abrasion and settling phenomena
- 
sorbent sampling fron the bulk filter naterial
- 
leak-free design of filter plants
- 
optinisation of bed depth (deep versus shallow bed)
- 
radiation effects;
(t) for the attention of plant operators and/or test laboratories
- 
following up deslgn a,nd constmction of filter plants (accessibi-
Iity for testing and mainten€ulce purposes)
- 
ensure full inforrnation is provided on plant clesigttr sorbent na-
terial behaviour under epecial operating cond'itionsr the inten-
x) The
that
fiilt test series are already nurning; a list of the laboratories
participate in this interconparison progratnne is a'nnexed (p' ?6).
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action of the sorption pla^nt performanee with other pra"nt itens
and factors such as inepectioa a,ncl nai4tenance (also of interest
to designers)
- 
processes of formation of penetrating dpecies of iodine, the de-
tection of iodine conpounds \r neans of advanced analytical proce-
d.ures;
(c) for the attention of licensing authorities and control orga,nisatioas
- 
guld.a^nce and rures concerni.ng design; operation, naintenance, a,nd
testing of ioiline sorbent systens, inclutiing continued in-situ
testing
- 
establishnent of linits and ad.niEsible pargins for retention effi-
ciencies in reration to practicar expedence, i.e. related to the
required a^nd practicable DF.
It is hopedr that at a^nother seninar or strdposiun about iodine filter
problens to be held in the futurer sax after a f,ew years 
- 
os w€ls repeated.-
ly reconnended \r participants - nore raboratories can report from their
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II{TROXUCTION
La prenibre session d.e ce s6ninaire a 6t6 bonsacr6e aux principes de
base r6gissant le pi€geage d.e lfiod.e. Le problbmf pos6 en effet par ce pro-
duit de fission reste critique tout particulidrefent dans Ie cas draccident
de r6acteur; depuis d6ji plus drune d.izaine dfanfdes, les chercheurs de toue
les pays utilisant lr6nerg"ie nucl6aire se sont attach6s i en limiter les
rejets atmosph6rigues. Pour cela, des 6tudes sur le comportenent physique
ou chimique de lriode 61€mentaire ou de ses conpbsds ont amen6 i concevoir
des pibges devant r6duire sinon annuler tout rejbt vers ltenvironnement.Des
produits susceptib}es de pidger aussi bien Ltiodb {ue 1es compos6s 6voqu6s
ci-dessus, dans des conditions vari€es, ont d.onci 6t6 d6velopp€s i cet effet.
conrnrnications de cette prenibre spssion ont trait6, en
- 
drune part, des propri6tds
diffdrentes combinaisons d-e 1 riode;
:
i
g€n6ra1es des adsorbants vis-i-vis des
- 
drautre part, des diff6rentes formes dtipde pouva,nt se pr6senter arr
cours drun accident, et de ltorig"ine de ces formesl
- 
enfin, du vieillissement des adsorbants, problime irnportant puisgue
crest 1ui qui conditionne toute la politigue i mpner afin que 1e pibge soit
rdellement efficace le jour oi un rejet gazeux vprs lratmosphdre est envisa-
86.
Dans cet expos6, qui est une s;rnthdse des travaux de la premiBre ses-
sion, nous reprendrons chaqun des points ci-dessfrs. Lrid6e mattresse d6velop-
p6e par Les diff6rents auteurs ayant 6t6 mise en 6vidence, nous nous sommes
attachds d extraire des dissussions 1es points eissentiels qui ont 6t6 soule-
v6s par 1es participants, 6ventuellement en ]es lprdcisantr afin clfessayer de
faire apparaltre les recherches qui semblent endore n6cessaires pour combler
l-es laqunes 6ventuelles. Toutefois, en ce qui cdlcerne les propri6t6s
on a^nglaise vo[.r p. 3
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g6n6ra1es des adsorbants, nous nous sonnes volontairement born€s b un rap-
pelsuccinctet on peut trouver de plus anples d.6tails clans ltarticle ayant
ouvert 1e s€rninaire f'tf .
1 . LES COITDITIONS IX' PIEGEAGE DE L I IODE
La prenibre dtape vers La r6alisation dfun pi6geagp des forrnes
gazeuses de l-riode est 1e choix d.e ltadsorbant i utiliserl elle comprendta,
d.e plus, I tdtude de son comportement vis-a-vis des diff6rentes formes
physi co-chimiques enwisag6es.
1.1.@
Lradsorbant qui a 6td le plus 6tud.i6 ces dernibres ann6es est certai-
nement le charbon actif x)' fl pr6sente g6n6ralement de bonnes qualit6s de
r6ten'uion vis-i-vis de 1 riode mol6sulaire, mais i1 peut Btre aisdnent p6n6-
tr6 par lriodure de n6ttryle surtout si lrt5rgrom6trie relative est 61ev6e.
On peut, par exemple, sren rendre compte sur La figure 1 (pa.ge J du volurne t)
pr6sent6e patr J.G. WILIflLI,if)On a rem6di6 i eet inconvdnient des charbons ac-
tifs en les impr6gnant soit avec la tridthylBnediamine (mDA) gdn6ralement
d 5f", soit avec de f iodure de potassium ou m6me d.e ltiode 6l6mentaire (ou
en ndlarrge des deux) dans des proportions varia.nt de Or! i quelques Pour-
c ent.
La granulon6trie du support cle charbon utilis6 influence trds large-
ment le r6sultat final. Si la taille iles grains diminuer ]refficacit6 aug-
nente. Toutefois 1a perte d.e charge qui augnente 6galement avec la diminu-
tion de la taille des grains sera un facteur limitatif d.ans cette voie. Pra-
tiquement, La granulomdtrie utilisde est telle que 1es diamEtres des grains
sont conpris entre 1 et 4 mm; toutefois clans le cas des mat6riaux ertrud6st
1a longueur peut €tre plus grande.
Ces adsorbants pr6sentaient cepenclant I tinconv€nient dtOtre empoi-
sonn6s par les oqdes drazote (wO, notamment) et de ne pouvoir fonctionner
*) Dans Le pr6sent conterte, il est entendu que nous utiliserons indif-
f6reonent cha.rbon aotif o1 cherbon avec la n€ne signification.
**) Version anglaise voir p. ?7 de ce volume.
,t7 
-
qtrti d.es tenp6ratures relativement basses. Cf esit ainsi gue d.es nat6riaux
impr6gnds i, lrargent f\rrent cl6veloppds, conme lFs tanis nol6sulaires ou le
proctuit AC 6120 h/ *), dont les qualit6s 1es rpndaient aptes i travailler
dans des conditions oir les charbons ne pouvalenft plus Btre utilisds. Crest
tout partisuliBrement Ie cas de I tutilisation dtun adsorbant solide pour
l-es usines d.e retraitenent de combustible, oi llfutilisation ctes charbons
est 3, proscrire i cause des o:grdes drazoterdrunb part, et des risques
drincendie, voire dfexplosion, drautre part.
1.2.
L'adsorption de lriode 6l6mentaire et de jlriodure de m6tlyle est
dininu6e si ]a surface active cle lradsorbant a fix6 de lreau. Ce ph6nornbne
est tout particulibrement sensible pour lriodurte de m6ttgr1e.
A une humidit6 relative situ6e en dessouS de 30 d 40 %t on note peu
dreffet sur lrefficacit6, mais quand Ithygrom6trie augmenter le pouvoir de
r6tention chute, surtort au-dessus d.e ?O /". les produits ont cependant
6t6 d6velopp6s qui pernettent une utilisation I pr6s d.e 1OO /" a'nygron6trie.
1.3.
L'6l€vation de temp6rature 
- 
rendue parfdis n6cessaire si Lrhygrornd-
trie relative est 61ev6e 
- 
peut se traduire suri le charbon actif 1mpr6gn6
par 1es parambtres suivants f1/ z
- 
perte dtimpr6gna,nt, d.onc d6t6rioration des qualit6s du lit
adsorbant t
- 
d6sorption des produits fix6s au pr6alflblet
- 
inflamnation du lit dradsorbant.
La limite sup6rieure pratique d'utilisat{on d'un charbon impr6gn6
d.arrs lteir se situera donc g6n6rafement en des$ous de 1O0oC. Si la filtra-
tion exigeait une temp6rature sup6rieure, iI fdudrait recourir aux adsor-
bants nin6raux dont nous avons par16 pr6c6derunfnt.
*) Fabriqu6 sur la base dracide silicigue anotphe sp6cialement conditionn6
et impr6gn€ avec du nitrate d.fargent.
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1.{' Jnfluence d.e la concentration en iode du gaz porteur
Les concentrations en iode dans l-e at6bit d rair d.e ventilation d.run
r6acteur en fonctionnement noruraL, atteignent des val€u?s trEs faibles, p€u:
exenple to-4 a 1o-5/rgrm-3. Le problbme ae pose d.onc d.e savoir connent ge
conporte lrefficacit6 des adsorbants lorsque la concentration en iode dans
le gaz porteur atteint des valeurs aussi faibles.
Une prenibre constatation sst que, pour les trOs basses concentra,-
tions, i1 y a clmte drefficacit6. IfiLI{ELM /1/ pricise guril nrest pas
possible de donner une valeur fixe inf,€rieure i partir de la,quelIe cet
abaissement se produit. Un tel abaissement a 6t6 signaL6 aussi bien pour
les charbons activ6s que pour les z6olitnes f2/.
Les travaux allenands montrent par ailleurs qu'i1 existe une diff6-
rence de comporternent des pibges suivant que la concentration en ICH, est
r€a1is6e par cliLution dans d.e 1'air ou par pr6filtration. Da.ns Le pren:ier
casr le comportenent aux faibles ou aux gfandes concentrations est iien-
tique sur une plagp reprdsentant un facteur 1O9, tanAis que, d.ans le
deuribme cas, lrabaissement d.e lfefficacit6 aprbs pr6filtration a
lieu aussi bien pour les faibles concentrations que pour les concentrations
plus 61ev€es. Ceci suggbre quron 6tudie peut-€tre non seulenent lrinfluence
de la. concentration, mais 6galement lrinfluence drune forme nouveLle et
plus p6n6trante que celle quton veut tester. Nous r6exaninerons plus en
d6tai1 cette question au paragraphe 2.1.
2. LES F'ORI'4ES PHYSICTCHIMIQTIES IE LTTOXE PFESEIUES DANS I'N NEACIEIJR
2.1. ItEeq,€4,!5v:iqegqe lle lriodure d.e mdtlwle et d.es formes p€n€trantes
A la suite drexp6riences entreprises en Grand.e-Bretagne, lrlEGAW et
l{AT /3/ montrbrent que f iode 6l6nentaire introduit dans lrenceinte du
r6acteur Pluto d.isparaissait rapidement tandis que la fraction restante
semblait beaucoup plus d.ifficile i pi6ger. Une identification de cette
fraction difficilement adsorbable f\rt alors entreprise par EGGLETON et
ArrcrNs /q/ /s/.
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Lriode 6tait g6n6r6 i partir d.riodure de sodiurn, lpass6 sur "lanit-neshtr de
crrivre pris fiLtr6r et La partie consid.6r6e cornm{ pdndtrante condens6e
dans un pi6ge froid.. Tandis qutune fraction, sofrftte d.ans le benzdne et
lteaur restait non identifi6e, J.a seconde partiel6tait identifi6e conne
6tant des iodures d.faL\r1es, Ies aleux constituanfs najeurs 6tant ltiodure
de n6thyle (85 /") et I'iodure d.t6thy1e (l /"). Ce$ travaux, qui nettaient
en 6vidence pour la premibre fois les fornes p€nftrantes de lriodep furent
dtune inportance capitale puisgurils allaient orfenter et influencer les
recherchee d.e ces dix dernibres ann€es. On peut fire sans gratd risque gueles travaux ult6rieurs ne renirent pas en cause fette identification, nais
p}utdt qurils confirnbrent que I'iodure tte n6ttry[e avait effectivement le
conportenent clrrure forne p6n6trante.
Au flr et i mesure que les travaux se pourfuivaient sur le cornporte-
nent des piBges vis*d-vis de lriodure de m6tfur1e1 i1 appanrt qurune forrae
au noins srav6rait encore plus p6n6trante que lffodure de n6ttryle (voir par
exenple La figure 5, pa€e 12 de Ia r€f6rence /1/).A la lOth Air Cleaning
Conference, F.O. CARTAN, H.R. 3EARD' I'.A. IUCE, ,F.fl. KEI,LER /5/ insietbrent
sur Le fait qutune forrne p6n6trante non organiquf 6talt pi6g€e sur lfo:gde
d.e zirconiurn lrydrat€ chargd d lfiod.e. Cette fornfl suivant les auteurs,
pourrait 
€tre lracicle lqpoiod.eux HOI. La princip$e objection faite i. cette
furpothtsse firt que lfacide l5poiodeux 6tait instaple d'une part, et peu
volatil drautre part. La 11th Air CLeaning Confehence apporta, de 1a part
d.e ces n8rps auteurs /Zf, une tentative dtidentification du compos6 incrimi-
n6. l{ais il nren reste pas moins vrai que I'hypolthbse d.e lferistence d.e
L facide lgpoiodeux comme forne p6n€trante ne se ftrouve justifi6e que par
des pretrves ind,trectesr et qutune itlentification ult6rieure reste toujours
i, r6a1iser.
Au cours du s6minaire d.e l(arlsnrhe, WILIIELU 6mit 1rid.6e que lracide
iodique fO,H pourrait avoir 6galement une tensiofr de vapeur suffisante
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pour qufon puisse le retrouver dans la phase gazpuse, et conduire ainsi
I une forne inorganique difficile I an3ter. Toqtefois, les travaux alle-
mands ne pernettent pas, dans lr6tat actuel des choses, d.e concLure cle
nanidre d6finitive.
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Drrant les d.issussions, il €tait inctiqu6 que Les recherches entre-
prises au niveau ctu pi6geage des faibles concentrations dtiodure tle ndt\rle,
tendent i, prouver qtre les p6n6trations plus 61ev6es, observ6es dans ces
conditious, ne sont pas n6cessairement dues au seu.l effet de concentration
mais pounaient bien provenir d.e la pr6sence drune forne trds p6n€trante.
Cette forne ne serait nise en 6rridence que lorsque lrefficacit6 cles adsor-
bants utilis6s a dirninu6 lractivit6 en iodure de m6thyle de quelques or.dres
de grandeur, pour que lractirrit€ drune trinlruret6tr devienne pr6pontldrante.
Br fait, torte la d.ifficultd ctrune telle 6tude, aux trbs faibles concentrar
tions driode, apparatt cLairement si on se squvii.6nt que lfair dans lequel
nous vivons contient une quantit6 d.e lrord.re du nilligranme p€rr nBtre
crrbe en n6thane, et une quantit6 dfiode de lrordre ae fo-3pgir-3. L"
grande r6activit6 de lriode fa:it que, a! cours d.rune g6n6ration driodure
de m6thy1e, nous pourrons trbs bien produire une impuret6, r6aliste otr
non du cas r6el da,ns un r6acteur, qui risque parfois de fausser consid.6rar
blement Le rdsultat de ltexo6rience du laboratoire.
2.2.
Darrs tout ce qui pr6cbd.e, nous avons plus ou noins implicitement
admis que nous nous int6ressions i la phase strictement gazeuse. La comrmr-
nication pr6sent6e par K. PIEIFFER /7/ nontre qu'il faut prenilre en compte
6galement cles formes adrosols et lrauteur donne 1a conposition d.e lractivi-
t6 quril a pu mettre en 6vidence sur le r6acteur du BWH d.e Grndrernmingen.
Grdce i un 6chantillonneur compos6 :
- 
de filtres en fibres draniante,
- 
de cartouches de charbon actif,
- 
cle cartouches ite charbon actif irnpr6grr6 e 1 /" driodure de potassiun
- 
et d.e cartouches drAC 5120 impr6gn6 i lrargent,
guril dispose en ordres vari6s, lfauteur arrive i 1a conclusion que la
z€partition dractivitd sreffectue de 1a maniEre suivante (au niveau de la
ventilation) :
- 
a6rosols : 40 /"
- 
616ments facilement pi6g6s par 1e charbon actif z 5A /o
- 
formes p€n€trantes . 7 /"
PFEIFFER note 6galernent gue cette conposition est gra.ndement varidble
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suivant le point dr6chantiLlonnage.
On peut trouver pLusieurs origines i cette lquantitd importante driode
sous forxne dra6rosol . fI peut srag:ir dra€rosols lliguides or solides dans
lesquels ltiocle peut 6tre ou partie int6grante dd l'adrosolr ou seulement
fix6 par adsorption. Dr tout 6tdt de causer ltauteur note que ces a6rosols
sont na1 retenus sur le charbon actif. Deux e:rp64iences men€es en parallble
nontrent en effet que 1e filtre du premier packr p1ac6 en aval des cartou-
ches de charbon, clonne une activit6 similaire i ce1le pr61ev6e sur Ie
filtre, dispos6 en amont, dans le deuridme pack. Cette e:cpdrience prouve de
plus que les a6rosoLs ne sont pas form6s sur le oharbon (adsorption sur d.es
poussidres de charbon actif par exemple).
2.3.9r!gr'e.@
Dans la conmrnication d.e J. SARBIER /B/, of trouve lritl6e gue
Itiod.e-'131 rejet€ par un r6acteur dans ltatmosphire pounait provenir deson
pr6curseur 1e tellure-131, non an€t6 ni par les filtres haute efficacit6t
ni par te pibge A. charbon actif.
Des exp6riences nen6es en Gra,nde-3retag"e 19/ ont cependa^nt montrd
que tles 6chantillons cle combustibl-e irradi6 et chauff6 d'ans d'u gaz carboni-
que de manibre d fonclre le gainage dracier ino:ry{able et une partie du
combustible lui-mdne, laisseraient 6chapper d-es produits de fission
132re, 137c" oo 90s., 
"or." 
forme partiqrlaire qulr des 1ors, pouvaient
€tre aisdrnent arr€t6s sur les filtres (tffpl).
Dtautre part, il 6tait avanc6 au cours d.es iliscussions qutil nry
aurait pas une quantit6 suffisante de tellure vo[ati]'is6 pour expliquer
Les fortes teneurs en iode trouvdes dans les rejpts. Ceci donne un support
b lfid6e que I'iode pr6sent darrs le fluide calopprteu? - gaz ou liquide -
ne doit pas 6tre grandenent influenc6 par ses aspendants.
Lfirnportance ite 1a pr6sence tlu telture tlanp le circrrit de refroidis-
sement ne sernble pas encore d6finitivement d6rnonftr6e, mais une s6rie




Deux conf6rences /lo/ /lZ/ avaient trait au conportesrent de lriode
clans un r6acteur. La premibre conmunication d.e J.J. IIILLARY /'tO/ taiJ, etat
ilu comportement driode-131 de fission rel-6ch6 dans Ie fluide caloporteur
drun r6acteur AGR i partir d'6l6ments d.e conbustible d6fectueux et, par
ailleurs, du conportement d'iodure de ndthyle d6lib6rdnent introduit dans
1e r6acteur. Dans le prernier cae, lriod.e a 6t6 trouv6 se pr6senter princi-
palernent sous forue ilriodure tle n6thy1e, tand.is que 10 /o se trouvaient sous
forure a6rosol. ou lod.e 6l6rnentaire. Toutefoi.s, lrauteur note quril est sans
d.oute probable qurune partie d.e lriode particulaire ou de lfiode nol6culai-
re aj.t pu €tre fix6e sur 1es tr.lyauteries d.'6cha.ntil1onnage, ce qui risque
de fausser Ie bilan final. Finaleoent, 1e rapport du contenu en ioile reli-
ch6 du conbustible, b. la quantit6 d.riod.e trouv6e pr6sent dans 1e gaz
(aprbs d6conposition/d.6position) 6tait d.e 4 JOO, ce qui repr6sente le
facteur d.e d6contanlnation d.e Itensembl-e de lf instaLlation. Lrioclure d.e
ur6tlgrle introduit d6lib6r6nent dans le circuit de refroiclissenent du r6ac-
teur nontre un comportement qualitativenent analogue d celui d.e lriode cle
fission puisgue sa vitesse de disparition est grande au noins initial-enent.
Lrexp€rience r6a1is6e en France hZ/ sur Ie r6acteur graphite-gaz de
Chinon I coneistait en lrinjection d.riocle 6l6nentaire dan6 Ie circuit tle
refroldiss€ment. Les conclusions essentielles firent 1es suivantee :
- 
lriocle est trouv6 d.Es les premiers instants d.e mesure eous forne
p6n6trant e;
- 
Ia concentration cle cette forne p6n6trante cl6crott rapid.eurent clans
1e temps.
0n peut noter que ces d-eux comrnunicationg concourent en fait & une
conclusion sinilaire : pr6pond6ramce d.es fornee p6ndtrantee d.ans Ia phase
gazeuse et pl€geage de ces formes par 1es structures d-u r6acteur.
Finaleroent, ce qui int6resse le scientifique charg'6 de prdvoir ce qui
peut se passer dans un cas accidentel, ctest justement Ia composition d.e
1a phase gazeuse, et Les espBces qui peuvent ety rencontrer, afin de
d.6terrniner sa cond.uite d.e rejet vers lratnosphbre. Dr fait, iL searble bien
quton doive adnettre que 1tiodure de m6tbyle ne trouve pas sa source dans
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1e comtuetible lui-rnOmer pas plus qufen phase llquide (cas d.es LWR), mais
bien en phase gaz€rs€r Une 6tude critique r6a1if6e par p0STMA et
ZAVADOVSIff /ll/ wr les origines possibles d.e lriodure d.e m6thyle conclut
que lrorig'ine 1a pLus plausible est une formatipn radiorytique, en phase
gazeuse. comme on Lrarnr plus hautr ltair conti|nt des inpuret6s organiques
en quantit6 non n€g1igeab1e. trair du confinemeirt drun r6acteur i eau
r6gbre sera encore pLus charg€ de vapeurs organfques d.e toutes provenances,
et, dans le cas accid.entel, soumis en permanence a des doses de rayonnement
6lev6 d.onnant, i tout monent d.es radicaux librep, essentiellement CH3r ce
qui tout natureLlenent conduit i la formation d.riodure de m6tlqr1e. Finale-
nentr les auteurs am6ricains concl-uent que f iodure de m€thyle, d.ans un cas
pr6cis et ponr un intervalle d.e tenps d.onn6, dolt repr6senter quelque
chose comne 3 /" ae Lriod.e pr6sent d.ans la phase gazeuse, cet iode ne
repr6sentant lui-mdure Sue 25 /o d.e lrinventaire total du co€llrr
11 faut bien cornprendre que ces derniers phiffres, beaucoup plus bas
(nre ceux avanc6s pr6cddemment, ne sont pas ndceSsairement incompatibles.
Les pourcentages 61ev6s d'iodure de rn6thyle obsprv6s en fonctionnement
nornal d.tun r6actanr graphite-gaz pourraient alors srinterpr6ter conune
r6sulta,nt drun enrichissement d0 i Ia disparition de 1a forme 6l6nentaire
sur les surfaces du r6acteur. Un ph6nombne anaLogue doit se faire jour sur
nrimporte quel r6acteur, J-a proportion en iodurp de rn6thyle deva,nt augmen-
ter avec la distance au point orf lriode a 6t6 6inis.
Un autre point d.rint6r€t est de connaltre finalenent la forme sous
laguelle ltiode va se trouver au point de rejetr fl est certain que, 1a
proportion relative driodure de m6thyle augrnent6nt, le risque d.e contamina-
tion de la chatne alinentaire herbe-bdtail-lait, d.in:inue d'autant.
La connaissance d.e lrorigine de 1a format!.on dtiodure de m6thyle et
de sa proportion probab}e dans un rejet atmosph6rique conduit i une appro-
che plus pr6cise du risque r6sultant drune 6mission accidentelLe dtiode.
Bien que d.e nombreuses 6tucles aient 6td effectu€es clans ce sens, i1 semble
bien quril faille encore pr6ciser 1e conportement de I'iode (ou de ses




Une conrunication de J.J. ItrLLAnY fttf rcptoduit en laboratoire dee
conditions accidentelles dans un SGHWR. La lib6ration de produits de
fission est r6a1is6e i partir de conbustibles rendus artificiellenent
d€fectueux par chauffage i 1 000oC dans un courant dle vapeur et drargon.
Les auteurs arrivent i Ia conclusion que le taux drfnission a" 133X" 
"t'l 11
d.e "^I il6pend des conclitions drirradiation. Finalenent' i1s proposent
une s6rie de facteurs pour pr6dire Ia lib6ration driode total ou driode
sous forme pdn6trante i, partir de ltactivit6 nesur6e des gaz rares. 0n
rappelle ci-dessous ces facteurs :
Facteurs pour d6terminer
la lib6ration








Le taux de combustion joue un r61e sur Ia guantit6 totale driode
consid6r6e conme stable (1271 * 129r) ro"t6. 11 a 6t6 sugg6r6 quril se
for:nerait drautant moins clriotlure de n6thyle que Ia quantit6 driocle globale
6tait plus grande. lvhis en fait, ne sragit-il pas plut6t de 1a proportion
relative impuret6s orpniques-iode gui finalenent r6girait la r6action et
conduirait I Ia qua.ntit6 finaLe de formes p6n6trantes?
Au cours de ce chapitre traitant des formes physico-chimiques de
lriode, nous avons pu constater gue ce point semblait toujours le point
essentiel. Ltorlgine de lriodure de rn6thy1e, ou la nature n€me des formes
dites p6n6trantes driode, restent i 6tablir de manibre d6finitive.
3. LE VJEILLISSEII{FJ}IT DES CIIARBONS III,IPRECI{ES
3.1.. .Comment 1e vieillissenent affecte-t-il les pibses?
Un problbrne des plus s6rieux est pos6 par lralt6ration des propri6t6s
de r6tention des charbons vis-i-vis de Iriode ou de lrioclure de n6tl5r1er en
fonction du temps. Crest ce ph6nombnet assez mal oonnur qui fait qutun
piage en services Boit de maniBre continue, soit cle fagon intermittentet
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possCde i un moment d6ternin6 r:ne efficacit6 infdr*ieure i celle mesur6e au
d6part. En tout 6tat de c4us€1 lte:rpl"oitant clfune installation cldsire
connaltre ce i quoi i). peut srattenilre conrne val.eur de rdtention d.es
diff6rentes fornes driode. Ctest pourquol on est amen6 & effectuer des
contrEles pdriodiques sur les pibges m6mes cte ltinstal-Lation toute entibre.
Lrimportarrce de ces ph6nombnes de vieiLlissement et du contr6le in situ des
piBges est te1le qu'elLe a justifi6 1e titre m€rre d.e notre s6minaire.
La contribution de t.R. TAYLOR et R. TAY-LOR flqf po*ait pr6cis6ment
eur lrdtucle cle ce vieillissenent. Leg travaux anglais men6s depuis quelques
ann6es 6ur ce sujet tentent tle sirmler lr6volution de lrefficacitd dtun
eupport de charbon imprdgn6 soit i lriodure de potassium soit i La
tri6tfuyl}necliamlneri la fois d.e nanibre dyaamigue et ile manibre statique.
Un ind.ice de vieilLissenent est utilis6 pour e:cprimer ce vieillisse-
ment dlmamiquel ctest 1e nombre cle fois qurun voLume drair 6ga1 au volune
du lit d.e charbon a €t6 pass6 sur 1e pibge. Creet ce que nous appellerons
pl.us commod6ment le nombre d.e renouvell-enents.
On peutt dans le cas de lriodure tle ndthyLer d6finirun indice de






l= volune du lit de charbon
d€bit
Lrauteur arrive A.la concLusion que cet inclice de performantce peut
6tre exprirn6 en fonction du nonbre de renouvellenents subis par le piBget
par une Loi du type :
loSrOK=loerOKO-CtN
oi K^ est lrindice de performance initial du piEge
U
C, une constarte
N le nombre de renouvellement depuis Ltinstant initial.
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De l-a n8ne nari6re, cet ind.ice de perforna.nce serait 1i6 i lrdge tle
lradsorbant par une loi lin6aire d.e la forme :
loSrOK=log1OKO-CZT
oi a est l" rag€ du charbon en semaines
C, une constante.
Les constantes, porr ces deux 6quations, ont 6t6 d6terrnin6es (por un
charbon donn6 utiLisd d.ans Ltair) & la fois en laboratoire et dans ales
conditions r6e11es d.re:rploitation dans cles cond.itions d.Smamigues et
statigues. Dans ce cas :
togtoK = losroKo - or3.1o-8N - 1 r3.10-3?
3.2. Disclrssion autour du vieilLissement
Une des premidres questions qui vient 5 1 resprit est de se clemand.er
I quoi est d0 ce vieillissenent ? Si en effet La 1oi propos6e rend cornpte
d.e lr6volution du ph6nombne avec le temps, el-Ie en ign.ore en fait 1es
c&lls€sr Lorsquton considbre un charbon impr6gn€ dans son enballage
drorigine qui en principe le naintient & lrabri cle lrairr on observe
rnalgr6 tout un vieillissement. Des exempLes peuvent €tre trouvis /t5f aans
lesquels le charbon a 6t6 rendu inpropre A. 1a filtration plus rapidement
que ne Laissait entrevoir 1a reLation oi--dessus. 11 a 6t€ sugg€ri /14/
que ce vieillissement pourrait provenir drune substance contenue dans la
base du charbon ell.e-m€me et l-e soufle est suspect6 comme agent possible
du vieilLissement. Une autre cause pourrait ttre la recristall-isation de
lrimpr6grrant. Le vieiLl-issement d;mamigue d.run charbon pourrait faire
6galement penser i une o:gdation lente, due i lto:rygEne de Lrair.
ff senble blen toutefois quril faille ttistinguer vdeill,issement et
empoisonnement si l. fon veut pouvoir appliquer 1es 6quations 6voqu6es plus
haut. Ces 6quations ne peuvent renilre compte du vieillissement quri la
condition que la composition de lrair cirsulant sur 1e piEge ait une
composition standard et gurauqm contaminant majeur des pibges 
- 
lnrile,
vapeurs de solvants, etc. 
- 
nrintervienne, sinon le not de vieiLlissenent
peut 6tre raal interpr6t6 sril ntest pas convenablenent d.6fini.
Si lron tentait d.e r6surner Ia situation, rrous pourrions dire, eachant
que le piBge n6cessairernent vieillira et que de plus i1 risgue dr€tre
eoumie i des frpoisonsrt, quril est pr6f6rable de largement dinensionner les
pibges d.e nanibre i ce gue ceux-ci nontrent initialenent une perfornance
trEs supdrieure au ninimum requis par 1e cahier d.es charges. La linitation
sera 6videmrnent constitu6e par Ie co0t final d.e lrop6ration, mais en aucun
cas il nrest recorunandable de se satisfaire des performances ninimales.
CONCLUSION
Do gu:ise d.e conclusion aux r6flexions d.es participants, r6flexions
qui ont constitu6 ra base d.es d.6veLoppenents d.e cet article, il serait
bonsr croyons'nousr clrinsister sur res points eesentielsr guir tout au
long de cette session, noug ont sembld mal 6claircis, et qui pourraient
m6riter i, lravenir des 6tudes conpldmentaires.
10 Caract6risation dEfinitive d.es forrnes p6n6trantes dtiod.e (IOH,
I03H) nettant en jeu des processus analytiques 6labor6s 
- 
spec-
trom6trie de nasse 
- 
par exenple.
M6caniEmes de formation de ces forrnes p6n6trantes. II a 6t6
montr6 lfutun rn6ca,nisne possible de fonnation de Iriodure de
nEthyle 
- 
pour se borner i ce seul compos6 
- 
serait une r6action
radiolytique en phase gazeuse. De nouveaux travaux en labora-
toire, d.a^ns des conditions r6alistes pouvant se rencontrer en
r6acteur, pourraient sans doute infirrner ou confirmer cette
\rpoth6se et pourquoi pas, quantifier d.e maniEre plus pr6cise
la conposition du gaz iL 6purer.
Quant au problbnne tlu vieillissement des adsorbants, Ies 6tudes
sont Evidemment trds Longues. Il{ais ne poumait-on pas, dans un
proche avenir, essayer de collationner lrensenble des rdsultats
obtenus lors de tests in situ par exenple et tenter clrexploiter
si cela est r6aliste, les d.onn6es ainsi obtenues en se r6f6rant
par exemple i lrindice de perfornance propos6 da^ns 1es travaux
a.nglaie ?
Un prenier pas dans ce sens a 6t6 r6a1is6 i Karlsruhe par }a mise




laboratoj.res, gu:i sera srrivie drune comparaison entre les diff6rents
nat6riaux d radsorption.
Les Cosmunaut6s Europ6ennes ont propos6 une nouvelle r6union dans
quelques ann6es sur Ie thEne des rrpiEges i ioclerf. Peut-Gtre y verrons-
nous surg'ir les 61€nents nouveaux qui nous rnEunquent i lrheure actuelle ?
Crest pour notre part Ie voeu gue nous forsrulons.
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PRUEFMETHODEN UND BETRIEBSERFAHRUNGEN *)
J. G. Wilhelm
EinIel-tun8
Priifungen von Jod-Sorptionsmaterialien im Labor und von Jodfiltern im
eingebauten Zustand gehdren zu den iiblichen Ueberwachungsaufgaben,
die die Verfiigbarkeit und zuverldssige Leistung einer sicherheits-
technlsch bedeutenden Komponente der Kerntechnik zu gewdhrleisten ha-
ben. Derartige Priifungen werden in praktisch a1len LH.ndern durchge-
fi.ihrt' die iiber entsprechend ausgeriistete kerntechnische AnLagen ver-
ftigen. Die Uebertragbarkeit der Priifergebnisse ist dadurch begrenzt,
dass die angewandten Verfahren und Priifbedingungen nicht ausreichend
detailliert bekannt sind und eine internationale Festlegung bisher
nicht angestrebt wurde. Dies ist nicht nur eine Erschwernis fiir den
Hersteller, der Jodfilter auf elnem internationalen Markt verkaufen
will, sowle fiir den Kiiufer und den Gutachter, der die Funktionstiich-
tigkeit von Jodfiltern zu akzeptieren bzw. zu begutachten hat. Es ist
auch ein Problem fiir den Priifer, der die im eigenen Labor gemessenen
Werte nicht ohne weiteres mit frenden Daten vergleichen kann und da-
durch einer gewissen Unsicherheit in bezug auf die Giiltigkeit seiner
Ergebni.sse ausgesetzt ist . Das Seninar iiber Jodf i1ter und ihre Prii-
fung bot Gelegenheit, durch Vortrdge und intensive Diskuesi.on zwischen
den Beteiligten einschldgige Priifverfahren in Detail zu er6rtern und
eine gerneinsame Basis fiir Vergleichsnessungen zu finden.
Priifmittel zur Messung der DurchLSssi8keit von Jod-Sorptionsmate-
riali.en und Jodfiltern
Uebereinstimmend wurde in sdmtlichen Referaten, die von Autoren au6
Deutschlana /16/, England /l?/, Frankreich /t8/, Italien /39/, den
Nlederlanden /4O/ und Schwede\ /t5/ vorgetragen wurden, nit lJfJ r"r-
kiertes Methyljodid (Gemisch von OH.IJIJ * cH. tz7l) als geeignetes
Priifmittel sowohl- fiir Iaborpriifungei des Joa-6orptionsmaterials als
auch fiir Vor Ort-Priifungen von Jodfiltern bezeichnet und iiber
*) Blbliograpbie siche S.7r; englische Uebersetzung slehe S. 29
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entsprechende Versuchstechniken zu seinem Einsatz berichtet. In eini-
gen Referaten wurde aueserdem auf die Verwendung von radioaktiv rnar-
kiertem elenentarem Jod hingewiesen. Eine Gegeniiberstellung der Eigen-
schaften dieser beiden Priifmittel, die in mehreren Vortrdgen, zum
Beispiel /37/, durchgefiihrt wurder zeigte, dass Methyljodid bei der
Vor Ort'Priifung wegen seiner einfacheren Herstellungsnethode, leich-
teren Handhabung, hijheren Fliichtigkelt und rel-atj-v grossen Reaktions-
trEigheit in VerhSl-tnis zu elementarem Jod wesentli-che Vorteile auf-
weist. Der Einsatz von elementarem, radioaktiv markiertem Jod a1s
Priifmittel anstel-le von Methyljodid ist gewdhnlich nur dann bei der
Vor Ort-Priifung nicht zu umgehen, \denn es sich um die Priifung der
Leckdichtigkeit von Jodfiltern handelt, die mit einer Aktivkohle ohne
Imprdgnierung ausgestattet sind. Derartige Fllter, die eine Abschej--
dung organlscher tlodverbindungen nur unzureichend gewd.hrleisten,
sol-l-ten in kerntechnischen Anlagen nicht verwendet werden. Die Adsorp-
tion von elementarem Jod an Oberflrichen, die u.a. die Durchfiihrung
von Vor Ort-Priifungen sehr erschwert, kann, wie berichtet wurde /38/
/32/, durch eine vor der Vor Ort-Priifung durchzufiihrende Absbittigung
mit inaktivem elementarem Jod reduziert werden.
Grosses Interesse, das si-ch in entsprechenden Diskussionen ausdriickte,
bestand in einem Vergleich zwischen der Vor Ort-Priifung mit Methyl-
jodid und dem in USA eingefiihrten Priifverfahren unter Benutzung von
Freonen /4L/. Freone erfordern als inaktives Priifnittel keine strah-
Ienschutztechnischen Vorsichtsmassnahmen. Trotzdem haben sich Freon-
Pri.ifverfahren in Europa nicht durchgesetzt, nur zwei Vortrege /19/
/30/, enthielten Angaben zum Freon-Priifverfahren und der dazu not-
wendigen Instrumentierung. Der experimentelle Aufwand, der durch not-
wendige Vorversuche zvr quantitativen Messung kleinster Freonkonzen-
trationen mittels gas-chromatographischer Methoden verursacht wird,
schelnt unverhZiltnismiissig gr6sser zu sein als bei Anwendung der
'l z1CH="'J-Pri.ifmethode. Bei dieser wird zur Auswertung nur ein Messplatz
vorausgesetzt, der im Rahmen der iibl-ichen Grundausstattung eines
Strahlenschutzlabors in kerntechnischen Anlagen err,rartet werden kann.
In der lebhaften Diskussion zur Anwendbarkeit de" CHTIJIJ- und des
Freon-Prijfverfahrens wurden folgende Punkte aufgegriffen:
6l-







zur Feststellung eines Lecks diirfte sich bei
in etwa entsprechen, wenn man die Zeit zur
radloaktiv markierten MethylJodids nicht ein-
Beseltlgung von Lecks unrnittelbar nach ihrer
der Vor Ort-Priifung.
Bei Anwendung von Filterw5.nden, die nit Aktivkohlefilterzellen
bestiickt sind, kijnnten sich bei Anwendung von Freon als Priifmit-
tel Vorteile ergeben, da keine radioaktive Kontamination der Fil-
ter durch das Priifmittel erforgt. Bei Priifung von Jodfilteranla-
gen' die mit Filtergehiiusen oder Filterbiinken ausgestattet sind
und die Anwendung der Sackwechseltechnik zulassen, sowie bei
schiittbettfiltern mit Beschickung der Aktivkohre durch Ei-nfiitl-
6ffnungen ausserhalb des kontaminierten Bereichs, i-st die Konta-
mination der Filter durch die vor ort-Priifung jedoch von geringer
Bedeutung. Be1 Fil-tern, die ohnehin wd.hrend der Betriebszeit kon-
taminiert wurden, diirfte dle zusdtzliche Kontanination durch die
Priifung mit CH=1JfJ praktlsch bedeutungslos sein.
Aus dem wdhrend des seminars vorgelegten Material ist ein vergleich
der Priifergebnisse bei Anwendung von Freonen und CH=IJIJ in der Vor
ort-Priifung nicht in ausreichendem MaBe raiigrlcrr. auih durch die Dis-
kussion ergab sich keine Klarheit. serbst unter der Voraussetzung,
daB die Freon-Pri.ifung ausschlieBlich ein Lecktest zur Erkennung ne-
chanischer Lecks ist und nicht, wie bei der Durchfiihrung einer
't ?1cH"-'*J-Priifung, Aussagen zur Riickhaltung von spartjod in der Aktiv-
toir" erlaubt, besteht berechtigtes rnteresse an einem vergleich der
Priifergebnisse beider verfahren, zumal die Freon-Priifung in den usA
ein von der USAEC anerkanntes Prilfverfahren Lst /L?/. ZusHtzl_iche Ar-
beit auf diesem Gebiet erscheint unbedingt notwendig, dies gilt eben-
fa1ls in Hinsicht auf eventuelle vergiftungseffekte, dte durch Freon
in der Aktivkohte hervorgerufen werden kijnnten.
9
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Vor Ort-Priifung von Jodflltern mit radioaktiv narkiertem MethylJodid
Die Vortrdge zeigten, daB in den verschleilenen LHndern bei der Anwen-
dung der Vor ort-Priifnethode unter Benutzung von cH.I'lJ ,rot geringe
lnterschiede bestehen, die in dem Verfahren zur Priiimittelherstellung,
der AnzahL und Ausstattung der Roh- und Reinluft-Probensamnler und
verschiedenen Samnelzeiten wdhrend der Priifung zum Ausdruck kommen.
Uebereinstimmend wurde vom dem Einsatz von PriifmittelaktivitHten zwi-
echen 1 und 1OO rnCi Ctt.l'l.1 berichtet i die im Einzelfall bentitigte
Aktivitiit wird durch den Volumenstrom durch das Filtersystem unter
Test, den zur Aktivitdtmessung entnomnenen Teilstrom und die Nachweis-
grenze der Messanordnung bestimmt. Wichtig erscheint, daB das Risiko
einer nennenswerten Freisetzung von radioaktivem Priifnlttel durch Vor-
priifung mit geringer AktivitHt ausgeschaltet wird.
Diskutiert wurde. ob zur Probenahme wd.hrend der Vor Ort-Prilfung dle
gleiche AktivkohLe wle im iiberpriiften Jodfilter benutzt werden sol1te
oder ob man besser fiir dle Ausstattung der Probeusammler Aktivkohlen
extrem hoher Abscheideleistung (2.B. mit sehr kleinen, in Jodfiltern
nicht einsetzbaren Korngr6Ben) verwendet. Die Benutzung von Aktivkoh-
Le aus der Orginalcharge im Probensammler ermdglicht ei.nen unmittelba-
ren Vergleich der Abscheideleistung zwischen der ungebrauchten Aktiv-
kohle (bei Verwendung eines mehrstufigen ProbensanmLers) und der im
Jodfitter durch den Betrieb gealterten und gegebenenfalls vergifteten
Aktivkohle. Diesem Vorteil steht aber gegeniiber, daB der Volunenstrom
durch den Probensammler entsprechend der linearen Luftgeschwindigkeit
in Jodfilter eingeschrHnkt werden nuB. Das berelts ungiinstige Ver-
hHltnis zvtischen Volumenstrom durch das Jodfilter, der gewi5hnlich
mehrere 1OOO bzw. 1OOOO 
^3/n A"t.egt und den Teilstrom durch die Pro-
bensamnler, der im Bereich zwischen ca. 0,1 und 10 
^t1n ti"gt, wird
dadurch noch gr6Ber. Au8erdem ist diese Priifmethode des Sorptionsnate-
rials ungenauer als eine Laborpriifung.
Auch die Ergebnisse von Vor Ort-Priifungen mit radioaktiv markiertem
Methyljodid kijnnen AnlaB zu Interpretationsschwierlgkeiten geben. Et-
ne Unsicherheit, auf die in der Diekussion hingewiesen wurde, besteht
in der offensichtlich unvermeidbaren geringfUgigen Verunreinlgung dee
Priifmittels mit noch stiirker penetrierenden Jodverbindungen a1s Methyl-
jodid. Bei. der PrUfung von Tiefbett-Filtern mit extrem hohem Abechei-
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degrad zeigte die reinluftseitig vom Jodfilter im Aktivkohle-Proben-
sammler abgeschiedene Aktivitdt hdufig kein normales, durch eine Ex-
ponentialfunktion zu beschreibendes Abscheidungsprofil, sondern eine
unregelmH6ige Verteilung, die nicht den Abscheidungsverhalten von ele-
nentarem Jod bzw. Methyljodid entsprach und auf stark penetrierende
Jodverbindungen hinwles. Das Priifergebnis ist in solchen Fiil-len nicht
nur durch die Sumne aus nechanischenn Leck und Durchldseigkeit gegen-
iiber dem erementaren Jod bzw. Methyljodid, sondern auch durch den An-
teil an stark penetrierenden Jodverbindungen lm Prilfmittel bestlmmt.
Durch eine sorgfiittige Priifung des Abscheidungsprofils der Priifmittel-
aktivitdt in mehrstufigen Reinluft-Probensamml-ern k6nnen Fehlinter-
pretationen des Priifergebnisses weitgehend ausgeschlossen werden. Bei
Verwendung von el-ernentarem Jod als Priifnittel wurde von den Autoren
eines Vortrages /33/ ein Verhdltnis zwischen elementarem Jod und an-
deren Jodverbindungen in der Abluft festgestellt, das zwischen 1 : 15
und 1 t 67O schwankte i ein arithnetischer Mittelwert von 12) wurde
errechnet. Bei Anwendung von Methyljodid betrug das Verhdltnis von
Methyl-jodid zu anderen Jodverbindungen 1 :2.10-4 bis I : O,l.
In diesem Zusammenhang waren di-e Ergebnisee aus Messungen mit May
Pack-dhnlichen Probensanmlern in der Reinluft hinter einem Jodfilter,
durch das die Abluft einer heiBen ZeJ-Ie gefi)-tert wird, besonders in-
teressant /t4/. Es wurden Jodverbindungen nit sehr unterschiedlichem
Abscheidungsverhalten festgestellt. Eine Abhiingigkeit von den Reagen-
tien, die in der heiBen Zelle bei den Arbeiten zur Abtrennung von
'l 41
---J aus bestrahltem Telluroxid eingesetzt werden, konnte festgestellt
werden. Aehnliche Messungen ergaben eine scheinbare Abhdngigkeit des
Abscheidegrades von der Jodkonzentrati.on /tI/.
Der Aussagewert von Vor Ort-Priifungen nit radioaktiv markierten Methyl-
jodid wurde ebenfalls in Verbindung mit den Betriebsbedingungen, unter
denen die Jodfilter arbeiten, diskutiert:
Vor Ort-Priifungen k6nnen gewiihnlich nur unten normalen Betriebsbedin-
gungen der zu iiberpriifenden Jodfilteranlage erfolgen. Die DurchlaB-
grade, di-e bei Verwendung von radioaktiv markiertem Methy1jodid aIs
Priifnlttel bei der Vor Ort-Priifung gemessen werden, kdnnen nur dann
als ausreichend konservativ fiir die Abscheideleistung des Jodfilters
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gegeni.iber ei-nem Spaltjodgernisch unbekannter Zusammensetzung ange 
-
sehen werden, wenn sich die ungiinstigsten Betriebsbedingungen nicht
wesentlich von den Priifbedingungen unterscheiden. Zur BeurteiJ-ung
der DurchlaBgrade, die unter Reaktor-St6rfallbedingungen zu erwarten
si-nd, mu8 vor al-lem der Einflu8 der u. U. stark erhijhten relativen
Luftfeuchte beriicksichtigt werden. Eine Extrapolation der in Vor Ort-
Pri.ifungen gemessenen DurchlaBgrade auf erhijhte Luftfeuchten ist mit
groBen Unsicherheiten belastel da:
1. es nicht sicher ist, da8 sich die Aktivkohle des Jodfilters mit
dem Wasserdampfgehalt der anstrdmenden Luft im Adsorptions-Desorp-
tionsgleichgewicht befindet. Anderenfalls erlaubt die wiihrend der
Vor Ort-Priifung leicht durchzufijhrende Messung der relativen Luft-
feuchte keine Korrelation zwischen Luftfeuchte und DurchlaBgrad;
2. nicht die gleiche Abh?ingi-gkeit zwischen Luftfeuchte und Durchla8-
grad der Aktivkohle erwartet werden kann, wie sie sich in Labor-
versuchen mit unbenutzter Aktivkohle ergeben hatl
J. der durch die Vor Ort-Prilfung ermittelte DurchlaBgrad die Surnme
aus der Leckrate aufgrund rnechanischer Lecks und der Sorptions-
eigenschaften der Aktivkohle wiedergibt und die Beitrd.ge der ein-
zelnen Effekte nicht ohne wesentlichen zusd.tzl-ichen Aufwand ermit-
telt werden kdnnen.
fn Vortrdgen und in Diskussionen r'rurde zwar darauf hingewiesen, da8
eine stdrkere Alterung und Vergiftung auch bei der Vor Ort-Priifung
mit radioaktiv rnarkiertem Methyljodid unter normalen Betriebsbedin-
gungen erkennbar ist (siehe z. B. Angaben in /lS/ una /V/), eine ge-
sicherte Aussage zum DurchlaBgrad unter Stijrfallbedingungen bzw. zum
Zustand der Aktivkohle aber nur durch zusdtzl-iche Laborpriifung von
reprHsentativen Akti-vkohleproben aus den Jodfilter ermijglicht wird.
Die Entnahne von Proben aus dem Filter ist allerdings hd.ufig nicht
mdglich und kann auBerdem zu Lecks fiihren. In einem Vortrag /tZ/ wur-
de berichtet, da8 die wH.hrend der Vor Ort-Priifung gemessenen !ilerte
keinerlei Zusammenhang mit den Ergebnissen der laborpriifung zeigten.
Dies wurde in der Hauptsache auf das Auftreten von mechanischen Lecks
und Abrieb zuriickgefiihrt und ist dann natiirlich verstdndlich. Die
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Kombination verschiedener Einwirkungen auf ein Jodfilter, die nach
erheblichen stijrfHllen auftreten, kann zu Belastungen fiihren, deren
Auswirkung weder aus dern Ergebnis der vor ort-priifung noch dem Labor-
test hervorgehen. Eine Typpriifung der stijrfall-Jodfilter unter sinu-
lierten Stijrfallbedingungen erscheint deshalb a1s Ergdnzung notwendlg.
Ein entsprechend ausgeriisteter technischer Filterpriifbtand wurde be-
schrieben /42/.
LaborpriifunF des Jod-Sorptionsmaterials
Dle Vortrdge zur Priifung der Aktivkohle im Iabortest zeigten vi511ige
uebereinstimmung in der uahl von radioaktiv markiertem Methyrjodid
als Pri.ifmittel. In Einzelf eillen wurde zusd.tzlich mit radioaktiv mar-
kiertem elementarem Jod gepriift. Die beschriebenen Apparaturen ermb,g-
l-ichen durchweg die Priifung von Jod-sorptionsmateriarien bei hohen
relativen Luft- bzw. Gasfeuchten, die apparati-ve Ausstattung und rn-
strumentierung variiert alrerdings iiber einen weiten Bereich und es
kann nicht ausgeschlossen werden, da8 aufgrund derartiger Unterschiede
auch unterschiedliche A,bscheidegrade fiir glelche Aktivkohren unter
vergleichbaren Bedingungen gemessen werden. Als parameter, der am
schwersten einzustel-len und zu rnessen ist, erwies sich die relative
Gasfeuchte. Dies gilt besonders dann, wenn Messungen i.m Bereich ho-
her Luftfeuchten (>95 % r.F.) durchgefiihrt werden. Die Diskussion
ergab, daB die verschiedenen europdischen Laboratorien an der Durch-
fiihrung von Vergleichstesten dringend interessiert sind und es wurde
sehr begriiBt, daB von seiten der Kommission dle Bereitschaft besteht,
Vergleichsteste zu organisieren und auszuwerten. Es erscheint sinn-
voller, eine wertung der ei-nzel-nen Laborapparaturen vorzunehmenr wenn
die Ergebnisse von Vergleichstesten vorliegen.
ueberei"nstimmend wurde d!-e Priifung der Abscheideleistun8 der Aktiv-
kohle gegeniiber radioaktiv marki-ertem Methyljodid aLs wesentliche
Voraussetzung zur Beurteilung i.hrer Verwendbarkeit in Jodfiltern an-
gesehen. Die Priifung sonstiger Eigenschaften der Aktivkohlen wurde in
den Vortrdgen nicht behandelt. Die Diskussion zeigte, daB di_e syste-
matische Messung von KorngrdBenverteilung, innerer oberfldche, poren-
gr6Be und vertei-1ung, Porositdt, H5.rte, rnprHgnierung usw. fast aus-
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schlieBlich von den Herstellern der Aktlvkohle, und, in geringem Um-
fang, von den Filterherstell-ern durchgefiihrt wird. Nur in Sonderfd.l-
len nessen auch die Laboratorien, die die Messung der Abscheidelei-
atung der Aktivkohle vornehmen, diese Eigenschaften der Aktivkohle.
Von besonderer Bedeutung fiir dle Abscheiileleistung einer bestinnten
Aktivkohlensorte ist thre KorngriJBe. In der Diskussion wurde darauf
hingewiesen, daB die Definition der GrenzkorngrdBen alIein sich nicht
a1s ausreichend erwieeen hat und die anteilmiiBige Verteilung auf ein-
zelne KorngrijBenfraktlonen innerhalb der angegebenen Grenzen normiert
werden solLte. In einzelnen Liindern muB der Anteil der Korngr6Ben-
fraktionen innerhalb vorgegebener Bereiche eingehalten werden. Da-
durch wird elne Manipulation des Abscheidegrades iiber die Korngr6Ben-
verteilung weitgehend ausgeschlossen.
Vortrdge und Diskussion zelgten, daB Laborpriifungen des Jod-Sorp-
tionsnaterial-s mit radioaktiv markiertem Methyljodid unter sorgfHltig
ausgewdhlten und kontrollierten Bedingungen grundsdtzllch durchge-
fiihrt werden miissen, um :
L. die Eignung von Aktivkohlechargen vor der Verwendung in einem Jod-
filter nachzuweieen, da verschiedene Aktivkohlechargen des glei-
chen Typs vom gleichen Herstell-er stark in ihrer Abscheideleistung
variieren kiinnen.
2. Alterungs- und Vergiftungseffekte wdhrend der Einsatzzeit der
Aktivkohle in ihrer Auswirkung auf den Abscheidegrad unter ungiin-
stigen Betriebsbedingungen quantitativ erfassen zu k6nnen.
Der unter 2. genannte Punkt beeinfluBt wesentl-ich die notwendige Fre-
quenz von Wiederholungspriif ungen.
Zeitabstand zwischen Wiederhol-unFspri.ifunFen
In einer Reihe von Vortrdgen wurde auf die zei.tlichen Mindestabstlnde
zwischen Wiederholungspriifungen an Jodfilteranlagen eingegangen, so
z.B. in /28/ und /I5/. Einheitliche Meinungen bestehen nicht; iiber
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die Durchfiihrung von Wiederholungstests im Abstand zlischen ca. 2 Mo-
naten und 2 Jahren wurde berichtet. Die Bedeutung, die der Durchfiih-
rung von Wiederholungspriifungen zugemessen w!-rd, zeigte sich u.a. in
der groBen Anzahl der DiskussLonsbeitrdge.
Zuaammengefa8t ergibt sich folgendes Bild:
Der Abscheidegrad von Jodfiltern kann durch HuBere EinfLiisse, vor al-
l-en durch Beladung mit Filterschadstoffen wie 0e1 und organische Lii-
sungsmittel, ln kurzer Zeit herabgesetzt werden. ldtederhoJ-ungspriifun-
gen nach starker Einwirkung von Filterschadstoffen bzw. nach Betrieb
unter extremen Druck-, Feuchte- und Temperaturbedingungen sind zu for-
dern. Es besteht jedoch keine sicherheit, daB derartige Einwirkungen
in der Praxis auch in ihrer Bedeutung erkannt werden.
vorhersagen zum AusmaB der schadstoff-Beladung und vergiftung von Ak-
tivkohlefiltern setzen eine genaue Kenntnis der Menge, Art und des
zeitlichen AnfalLs von Filterschadstoffen wdhrend des Betriebes einer
kerntechnischen Anlage voraus. H:iufig kijnnen sol-che Voraussagen nicht
bzw. nicht mit der erforderlichen Genauigkeit gemacht werden. Jodfil-
ter, die dauernd in Betrieb sind bzw. nach kleinen. wiihrend des Reak-
torbetriebes hdufiger zu erwartenden ZuischenfdlLen, wie Danpfleckagen
mit geringer Aktivitdtsfreisetzung, in Betrieb genommen werden, k6n-
nen deshalb unerwartet schnell eine verringerte AbscheideJ-eistung
zeigen. Die von unregeJ-miiBig auftretenden Einfliissen unabhdngiger 
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perimentell bestimmbare Alterung von Aktivkohle, die auch bei ver-
schlossenen Proben auftritt, diirfte demgegeniiber eine wesentlich ge-
ringere Bedeutung fiir den Abscheidegrad haben. In der Sunme resultiert
also eine Unsicherheit in Ilinsicht auf den zu einem bestimmten Zeit-
punkt erreichbaren Abscheidegrad, die auch durch hdufige ll|lederho-
lungspriifungen nicht vollstdndig etiminiert werden kann.
Die Notwendigkeit zur Durchfiihrung von Vrliederholungspriifungen hiingt
von der Betriebsweise des Fil-ters, duBeren Elnflijssen und zusHtzlich
von der Auslegung des Jodfilters ab. Zu beriioksichtigen iet dabei vor
allem die gegebenenfalls vorhandene UeberschuBnenge an Aktlvkohle zun
Ausgleich fiir Alterung und vergiftung und die Qualitdt der Konstruk-
tion.
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FaBt man die genannten Punkte zusammen, komnt man zwangsweise zu der
Aussage, daB eine generelle Festlegung von Priiffrequenzen fiir JodfiI-
ter nicht miiglich ist (2.8. Angaben tn /28/ und /4O/). Individuelle
Festlegungen sollten aufgrund einer Abschdtzung der sicherheitstech-
nlschen Konsequenzen eines Absinkens der Abscheideleistung und miig-
lichst bereits vorliegender Priiferfahrung unter Beriicksichtigung
spezifischer Alterungsversuche getroffen werden /16/. Grundsiitzlich
sollte die Auslegung von Jodfiltern einen Zuschlag fiir Alterung und
Vergiftung auf die Menge der benijtigten Aktivkohle beriicksichtigen;
die dafiir notwendigen Kosten diirften vergleichsweise gering sein 8e-
genUber dem sonst anfallenden Aufwand fiir zusdtzliche Priifungen. Die
Anzahl der Vor Ort-Prtfungen kann beirn Vorliegen geeigneter, zuverlds-
siger Filterkonstruktionen wesentlich dadurch gesenkt werden, daB
Proben der Aktivkohle aus den Fil-tern zwischen solchen Pri.ifungen im
Labor untersucht werden.
In der Dlskussion wurde ausdriicklich auf Liiftungskonzepte hingewiesen'
bei denen Jodfilter fiir den Stijrfall- und den Normalbetrieb konsequent
getrennt sind. Dadurch ist mehr Slcherheit gegeben, da8 bei Bedarf
ein ausreichender Abscheidegrad erreicht wird, denn dieses Konzept
schlieBt eine Vorbeladung von Jodfiltern, die im Stijrfall fiir die Be-
grenzung der Umgebungsbelastung entscheidend sind, weitgehend aus.
AuBerdem kann, bei nachgewiesener Zuverld.ssigkei-t der Konstruktion'
rnit einer geringen Prilffrequenz die Abscheideleistung hinreichend
sicher gewdhrleistet werden. Die Auftrennung in Filter fiir Stijrfall-
und Normalbetrieb setzt eine klare Definiti-on dieser Betriebsarten
voraus. Hier ist, wie die Diskussion zeigte, ein v,leiter Ermessens-
spielraum gegeben und Festlegungen kdnnen nur unter Beriicksichtigung
des jeweiligen Reaktor- und Liiftungskonzeptes erfolgen.
Entnahme von Aktivkohleproben aus dem Jodfilter
Wenn keine besonderen konstruktiven MaBnahnen zur Entnahme von Aktiv-
kohleproben aus den Jodfiltern vorgesehen sind, ist die Gewinnung re-
prdsentativer Proben fiir die Laboruntersuchung meistens nicht niiglich.
Probenahme aus dem Jodfilter kann auBerdern zu Lecks fiihren. Dies gilt
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besonders dann, lrenn ganze Aktivkohlefilterzellen ausgebaut werden
miissen, um reprtisentative Proben der Aktivkohle entnehmen zu kijnnen.
Der Dichtsitz der als Ersatz einzubauenden A,ktivkohlefitterzelle kann
oft nur durch eine erneute Vor Ort-Priifung garantiert werden. Danit
wird der insgesamt notwendige Aufwand fiir die Beschaffung einer re-
prdsentativen Probe der Aktivkohle zu groB. Bei Schiittbettfiltern
k6nnen ebenfal-Is Schwierigkeiten auftreten, weil die Konstruktlonen
die Entnahme einer Aktlvkohleprobe, die die gesamte Bett-Tiefe des
Jodfilters reprd.sentiert, gew6hn1ich nicht erlauben.
In mehreren Vortrd.gen wurde iiber die Anwendung von Einrichtungen be-
richtet, in denen im Bypass zum Jodfilter Aktivkohle aus der Origl-
nalcharge des Filters mit einem Teilstrom der Abluft gleichzeitig nit
dem Jodfilter beaufschlagt wird. Dadurch kijnnenr ohne Eingriff in das
eigentliche Jodf ilter, repr5.sentative Aktivkohleproben ge\.ronnen rrrer-
den. Ein Nachteil der Probenbeaufschlagung im Bypass ist durch die
erhdhte Wahrscheinlichkeit fiir rnechanische Lecks gegeben. Die Bypass-
Probenhalter miissen in ihrer Leckdichtigkeit den gleichen Standard
entsprechen wie das eigentliche Jodfilter. Da jede zusdtzliche Bypass-
Strecke das Leckrisiko erhbht, muB thre Anzahl und darnlt die ZahI der
verfiigbaren Kohleproben gering gehalten werden. Einnal gepriifte Aktlv-
kohleproben werden gewijhnlich nicht wieder in den Bypass-Probenhalter
eingesetzt. Die Anzahl der verfiigbaren Proben ist also von vornherein
festgelegt und es ist, wegen der Unsicherheit in bezug auf die Priif-
frequenz, nicht sicher, daB die vorgesehene Probenzahl zur KontroLle
iiber die gesamte Filterstandzeit ausreicht.
In der Diskussion vrurden verschiedene Konstruktionen erwiihnt, die ei-
ne Beaufschlagung von Aktivkohleproben im Bypass ermijglichen. Da aber
keine voLlstdndlgen Angaben iiber Anzahl, Konstruktion und Leckdich-
tigkeit gemacht wurden, kann eine vergleichende Wertung z.Z. nLcht
durchgefiihrt werden. In diesem Zusammenhang sei darauf hingewiesen,
daB die in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland verwendeten Bypass-Proben-
sammler, die aIs rrKontrollfilterrr bezeichnet werden, eine Trennung
der Aktivkohle in mindestens zwei aufeinanderfolgende Betten gewdhr-
leisten miissen. Dadurch kann das Fortschreiten einer in Anstrtimrlch-
tung iiber die Bett-Tiefe erfolgenden Vergiftung bei der Laborpri.ifung
0
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erkannt und die Bett-Tiefe der noch einwandfrelen Aktivkohle bei je-
den Labortest bestinnt werden. Die bisherigen Erfahrungen zeigen,
daB die iiblichen Schadstoffe nur langsam in die Tiefe des Bettes hin-
einwandern und nur selten leichtfliichtige Komponenten auftreten' die
z.B. elne JO cn tiefe Aktivkohleschicht bei einer linearen Luftge-
schwindigkeit von 50 cn/s schnell penetrieren. Als wertvolles analy-
tisches Verfahren zur Aufkldrung der chemischen Natur von Filter-
schadstoffen hat sich die Gaschromatographie bewdhrt.
Ein Aktivkohle-Probensanmler einfacher Konstruktion, der die Entnahne
von Kohleproben aus Schiittbett-Filtern horizontaler und vertikaler
Anstr6mrlchtung erlaubt, wurde :.n /28/, Abb. 8a und 8b beschrieben.
Mit dieser Einrichtung wurden realistische Daten zur AIterunS /t4/
wdhrend des Filterbetriebes gewonnen. Vor Ort-Priifungen von Filter-
anlagen zeigten /28/, claB durch diese Probensammlerkonstruktion kei-
ne Leckagenprobleme hervorgerufen wurden.
Da die Alterung und Vergiftung von Aktivkohlefiltern heute ein ent-
scheidendes Problem der Jodfilterung darstellt, sollten Jodfilteran-
lagen grundsdtzlich mit Einrichtungen zur Gewinnung reprdsentativer
Aktivkohleproben ausgeriistet sein. Die Diskussion zeigte, daB das
Vorhandensein solcher Einrichtungen noch nicht iiberall Stand der
Technik ist.
Erreichbare AbscheideSrade in Jodflltern
Bisher besbeht keine einhej-t11che Vorstellung dariiber, welche Ab-
scheidegrade durch Jodfilter iiberhaupt erreicht werden sollten. Mit
einer Vergrd$erung der Bett-Tiefe ist, zumindest bei Schiittbettfil-
tern, mit relativ kleinem Aufwand eine wesentliche Verbesserung der
Abscheideleistung verbunden und es bleibt etwas der Wlllkiir iiber-
lassen, welche Forderungen an dle Abscheideleistung zu stellen sind.
Dies gilt unr6o mehr, ala fiir die Abgabe von Aktivitiit aus Kernkraft-
werken unterhalb gewlsser Grenzwerte als Richtschnur nur eine so
strapazierbare Formulierung wie rrso niedrig, wie nit technisch sinn-
vollem Aufwand erreicht werden kanntr gegeben ist. Bei der Frage,
vrelches der Mindestabscheidegrad ist, bei dessen Unterschreitung ein
Jodfilter ausgewechselt werden sollte, wird man sich gewiJhnlich an
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den in den Genehnigungsunterlagen festgelegten Abscheidegraden orien-
tieren. Diese miissen aber durchaus nicht dem stand der Technik ent-
sprechen. Eine umfrage unter den vortragenden er6ab, daB ein Mindest-
dekontaminationsfaktor von 10OO fiir radioaktives Jod und radioaktives
Methyrjodid als sinnvoll angesehen wj-rd, wenn e6 si.ch um Jodfirter
zur Abluftfilterung handelt.
Bei verwendung von Jodfiltern rnit geringer Bett-Tiefe (bzw. geringer
Verweilzeit) kann ein DF von 1OOO fi.ir Methyljodid bei hoher relativer
Gasfeuchte nicht oder nicht mit geniigender Sicherheit erreicht werden.
Die relativ niedrigen Werte, die von der USAEC in Ansatz gebracht
werden /17/, reflektieren diese Situation.
Die FestLegung des nachzuwei.senden Dekontaminationsfaktors fiir eine
Jodfilteranlage erfordert eine Definition der Zusammensetzung des Ge-
nisches von Jodverbindungen, die in der Filterzuluft angenomnen wer-
den. Einige Angaben dazu konnten der Diskussion entnommen werden. Zur
zeit wird in Deutschland eine Jodzusanmensetzung im sicherheitsbe-
h5lter nach einem schweren Reaktorstijrfall von 85 % elementarem Jod,
10 % l,tetiryljodid und ! % an Partlkel gebundenem Jod angenommen, wdh-
rend i-m USAEC Regulatory Guide I.52 9L % elenentares Jod, 4 % Methyl-
jodid und 5 % partikelfiirmiges Jod zugrundegelegt werden.
Zusammenfassung
Die Betri.ebserfahrungen und die Pri.ifergebnisse, die an Jodfllteranla-
8en Sewonnen wurden, zei.gen, daB hohe Abscheidegrade bei- einwandfreien
mechanischen Aufbau der Filter und Verwendung von impriignierten Aktiv-
kohlen erreicht werden kdnnen.
Ueber das Auftreten von mechanischen Lecks in den tr'ilteranlagen wurde
hdufig berichtet, jedoch geht aus den vortrdgen deutlich hervor, daB
geeignete Konstruktionen existieren, die praktisch kein Leck zelgten
und sich die ursachen fiir Leckagen, seien sie gegeben durch undichte
schwei8ndhte, mangelhafte Absperrventile in Bypass, verrust an Aktiv-
kohle durch unzureichende Halterung, Abrieb oder durch Nachsacken,
mit entsprechendem Aufwand abstellen /ZA7 2r1 /t5/ azw. verneiden
lassen.
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Die Mehrzahl der VortrHge 11eB erkennen, daB tlas Problen der Alterung
und Vergiftung der Aktivkohle wdhrend der Einsatzzeit' im Jodfilter
zwar erkannt, aber weitgehend ungeldst ist und aufgrund dieser Effekte
eine erhebliche Unsicherheit in bezug auf die zu einer bestimmten Zeit
zu erwartende Abscheideleistung besteht. Nur bei Abwesenheit von Ver-
giftungseffekten k6nnte das Absinken der Abscheldelelstung, wie durch
die britlschen Autoren angegeben /t4/, vorausberechnet werden. Ueber
die Vergiftung der Aktivkohle nit aliphatischen VerblndunE,en /28/
/29/ , 0e1 und L6sungsmitteln wurde berichtet, gaschronatographieche
Untersuchungsmethoden zur Aufkldrung der Art der Filterschadstoffe
wurden herangezogen /t5/. Es wird ein erheblicher Aufwand in Forn von
Laborpriifungen an Proben der Originalkohle aus den Jodfil-tern bzw. an
Proben, die lm Bypass beaufschlagt wurden' Setrieben, ohne da8 mit
befriedigender Slcherheit Aussagen zur Abscheideleistung der Jodfit-
ter iiber ldngere Betriebsperioden gemacht werden kdnnen.
Jodfilter nit Bro$er Bett-Tiefe, die einer hohen Verweilzeit ent-
spricht, zeigen vergleichsweise bessere Standzeit€n, da Filterschad-
stoffe bereits durch Aktivkohleschichten geringer Tiefe abgeschieden
werden, falls sie keine zu 6roBe Fliichtigkeit besitzen. Eine volI-
stdndige Trennung von Stijrfallfiltern und Filtern, die i-m Normalbe-
trieb eingesetzt werden, bietet ebenfalls ein erhijhtes MaB an Sicher-
helt, cla dann zur Beherrschung von Unfallfolgen ein von Vorbeladung
weitgehend freies Jodfilter zur Verfiigung steht.
Dle vorgetragenen Daten zum Betriebsverhal-ten von Jodflltern sollten
zum AnlaB genommen werden, wesentllche Arbeit in die Entwicklung von
Jod-Sorptionsmaterialien mit verbesserter Bestdndigkeit gegeniiber
Alterung und Vergiftung zu investieren und auBerdem Untersuchungen
zur Schadstoffabscheidung aus der Filterzuluft aufzunehmen.
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I,AMRATIORI$ PARTICIPATING IN NiE INTMCOMPA.RISON
TEST PROGRAMI'M FOR ]ODINE SORBD{T MATERIALS
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Some laboratories overseas have also expressed their interest in parti-
cipating in this test Programrne.
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SUMMARY. All iod.ine compounds to be found in the air vented from nucl-earpower plants are given. the chemical reactions by meang of which fission-prod-uct iodine is retainect ty the sorption naterial-s useil nowaclalrs, a^re
explaineil briefly.
The inportance of the main pararneters affecting the layout of sorption
beclsr suchas type and. grain size of the sorption roaterial a"nd relativehumidity ancl temperature of the carrier gas, are d-iscusseil with referenceto erperimental results. ftrperiences on the d,ependence of the retention
efficiency on the concentration of elernentary iodine and methyl-iodide inthe air are reported,.
ll?re results are given of service life experiments on the ageing and poi-
soning of the sorption naterial and- measures to prorong service life are
d.iscussed.
KllMFAssuNG. vmHALTnI vON JoD-s0RPTroNSIuATmrALE{. Es werd.en d.ie Jod-
verbindungen angegeben, d.ie in d.er Abluft von Kernkraftwerken zu erwarten
sind. Die chemischen Reaktionen, durch die Spaltjod an d.en heute verwandten
sorptionsnaterialien abgeschied.en wird., werden lnrrz err?iutert.Die Bed.eutung der wichtigsten Einflussgrb'ssen fiir d.ie Auslegung der Sorp-
tionsbetten, wie Art und Korngrb'sse d.es Sorptionsmaterials sowie relative
Feuchte und- Ternperatr.r des trdgergases wird, aufgrund. experinenteller Er-gebnisse d.iskutiert. ueber einige untersuchungen zur Abhii,ngigkeit des
Abecheid.egrades von der Konzentration an elsrentaren Jod und-Methyljociiclin der Raumluft wird berichtet.
Die hgebarisse von Stand.zeituntersuchungen zur Alterung und Vergiftung des
sorptionsnaterials werden wiedergegeben und. Massnahmen diskutiert, die
zur VerlSngerung der Einsatzzeit fiihren.
RESUME. OOMP0RTfl,IB{T DES MATffiTAUX uTrLrsES mUR LA SoRpTroN DE L'roDE.
Les compos6s iod6s auxquels on peut srattendre dans lrair sortant d.e cen-trales nucldaires sont ind.iqu6s. Les r6actions chirnigues par lesquelles
on s6pare lriod.e de fission dans les mat6riaux cle sorption actuellernent
utilis6s sont bribvernent expliqu6es.
En se basa.nt sur des r6sultats dterp6rience, on d.iscute d.e la significa-tion cles para.mbtres 1es prus importants pour la conception d.es filtres i.
sorptionr tels que la nature et la granulon6trie d-es matdriaux d.e sorption
ainsi que lrhr:rnidit6 relative et Ia tempdrature ilu gaz porter:r. 11 est
rendu compte de quelques exp6riences portant sur la d6pendance d-u taux d.e
s6paration en fonction de la concentration de ltiod.e 6l6mentaire et deltiodure de m6thyle dans ttair ambiant. On connunique 1es r6sultats drexa-
mens de longue dur6e relatifs au vj-eillissement et i lrernpoisonnement des
nat6riaux sorbants, et on iliscute d.es mesures destin6es i en prolongerleur dur6e d-rernploi.
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1. Introduction
fodine occupies a special position arnong the fission prod-ucts that may
be released during the operation and as a consequence of incidents of
nuclear power stations or reprocessing plants. This is clue to the high
fission yielcl of specific iod.ine isotopes, the volatility of eleuental
iodine and rnar5r iod.ine conpounds, the half-lives of various iod.ine iso-
topes, such as 131t 
"",a 
129I, 
,rhi"h are sufficiently long to extend over
prolonged. transport periocls, and the retention and enrictunent in the
human bo$r, especially in the tlqrroiil.
Today, iod.ine filters are a&ong the usual safety facilities of nuclear
power stations. fn general, calculati.ons of the erpected. environmental
exposure indicate that d.econtamination factors of gaseous effluents
between 102 antt 103 will sufficiently reduce the release of iodine.
The removal efficiency of fission prod.uct iodine filters is a func-
tion of manJr paraneters, the noet irnportant of which will be outlined
very brief\r below.
2.
Fission product iod.ine that has been released into the envirorunent rnay
occur in various airborne forurs whose percentage fraction of the total
amount of fission proiluct iotline released varies within broad. linits
and d.epends on the conditions during release and on the transport path.
Accord.ing to the present sta.te of locowledger it is above all elsnental
iodine, methyJ- iodicle frorn the reaction of organic impurities of the
air with iod.ine, and iodine bouncl to particles which must be consicle-
red. in d.esigning iod.ine filters ('t, Z). Other lnorganic gaseous iod.ine
conpounds, such as hyd.rogen iodicle and organic iod.ine compounds of
higher nolecular weights, nust be expected to occur.
Secause of the low nass concentrations of iocline to be expected in the
ventilation air anil in the gaseous effluents of nuclear facilities'
both elemental iodine a^nd methyl iodider as a reeult of the relatlvely
high partial vapor pressures, occur practical\r only as gases even at
roon temperature. Farticles containing iod.ine either consist of iodine
conpound.s of very 1,ow vapor pressure (such as a number of metal io-
dictes) or iod.ine adsorbed to particles of other naterials. Accordingly,
iodine filters always consist of at least one aerosol filter and one
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filter for sorption of gaseous fonns of iod.ine. This s€ninar d.eals main-
ly with the renoval of gaseous iod.i.ne.
A working l5pothesis that can be established. for safety consid.erations
assumes that the airborne iodine present in the contairment building
of a water cooLed. reactor after an incid.ent consists of Bl /o el-anent,aL
iodine, 10 /o organic iodine conpounds and 5 /o aerosols. In gae cooled
reactore a much higher fraction of iod.ine nust be anticipated to occur
as methgrl iod.id.e and iod.ine bound to particlesr This aspect will be
dealt with in nore detail in the nert few papers (see Seminar vol. I).
Since elernental iodine is partly retained. on the surfaces of rooms and-
installations, the walls of ventilation ducts etc. b;r adsorption and
cheorisorption, respectively, it nay be erpected that the fraction of
highty volatile,relati.vely inert iod.ine compound.s, such as metlqrl iod.id.e,
increases in relative proportion to the total amount of airborne iodine
with increasing distance from the point of release of fission product
iodine. In ad.dition, the fraction of elemental iod.ine converted into
iodine conpounds by a chonical reaction i.ncreases with the stay tirne
in the airl there also exists a possibility for elernental iod.ine, after
ad,sorption on surfaces, to forn a highly volatile chemical compound,
which will return to the atmosphere by way of clesorption.
It should. be indicated that various neasurements seem to indicate the
existence of additional gaseous iodine conpounds which are retained b;r
the iodine sorption materials now known with a very low rernoval effi-
ciency only. The fraction in airborne iocline of such iodine compounds
as a rule is very small and harclly gives rise to the assumption that
iodine compound-s which cannot be adsorbed by specially developed. sorp-
tion materials with extremely large inner surfaces or cannot be bound.
to the impregnation of the lodine sorption material b;r chemisorption
or isotopic exchange, will be retained largely in the human bofir or,
eogo oll the grass. Neverthelessr the ttrpe and the reaction behaviour
of these persistent iod.ine conpounds should be elucidated to allow
suitable sorption materials to be developed and any conversion into
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easily r€moved or incorporated conpound-s tturing transport to be safely
exclud-ed-.
3. Iodine Sorption Materials
Eleoental- iocline can be retained in activated charcoal with high remo-
val efficiencies b;r nea"ns of ad.sorption antl chemisorption. Organic
iod.ine conpounds, such as netlqrl iod.id.e, are adsorbed. to a nuch lesser
ertent, especially 1n the presence of high relative hunidities of the
air accornpa,nied ty an ad.sorption of water vapor.
Fig. 1 shows the penetration of 131f present as elemental- iodine
(Uottorn curve) and nethyl iod.id.e (top curve) into a bed of uninpregna-
ted charcoal. Activatecl charcoal (from an iodine filter) was taken to
a water-vapor adsorption equilj.briurn with air of ?O /o relative hr:mitlity
and afterward.s exposeil to rad.ioactively labeIled I, and CHrI, respectj.-
ve1y, in air of the sarne relative humid.ity. The plot shows the pene-
tration as a firnction of the depth of bed. and the stay tirne, respecti.-
ve1y. Whils 1311 .s rnetlryl iod.ide was practically not retained at all,
the curve for the f2-penetration shows a steep rernoval profile indi-
catecl \r a straight tine in the semi-logarithuric plot up to a depth
of bed of approxi.nately 2 cn which bends off below a penetration of
approxfunately 0.1 /o. fnis ind.icates that elemental iod.ine (straight
section of curve) had been contarninated ry one or more iocline con-
pound.s which d.eternined. the renoval behaviour of the residual activity
after rqnoval of the elenental iodine and coul.ct not be rernoved b;r
filtering through the existing activated- charcoal. Most probably, these
are nethyl i.odid.e or similar iodine compound.s, small fractions of which
were generated. during the procluction of iodine or during transport.
Because of the high chemical reactivity of elqnentaL iod.ine a certain
fraction of iod.ine compounds will practically always be present in
iodine vapor. The anount of this fraction varies with the quality of
the f2-preparation and the hunid.ity of the air. This nakes uni.mpre-








Inpregnations of aotiyated. charcoal
suitable for the renoval of netlgrl
lodide can be brought about \r in-
active iodine and iod.ine salts
(1, +) and b;r tertiary amines, such
as trietlgrlene d.ianine (5) 
.
Since actirrated. charcoal cannot be
used at high tenperatures a^nd in
N0*-bearing gaseous effluents,
other sorption roaterials were d-eve-
loped on the basis of inorganic sub-
stanceg. Silver wire or silver pla-
ted copper wire will rernove elemen-
tal iodine with high efficiencies
if the netal surfaces are fresh,
but they fail with respect to io-
cline present as netlgrl iod.id.e. If
the silver is incorporated. in nole-
cular si.eves, e.g. in the Linde
?3 x nolecular sieve, and then activated, it is a good reacta^nt also
for the renoval of iod.i.ne present as methyl iod.id.e (e, l). l{or.ecular
sieves containing silver also 1end. therneelvee well to the use as iod.ine
sorption ![aterials at high tenperatures. However, this naterial is very
erpeneive because satisfactory removal efficiencies require high silver
contents and it is main\r the silver containecl in the erternal layers
which will- react during the usua,l short stay tines.
Other non-burnable naterials which ca.n be used to rernove iod.ine and
net\rl iodid.e are produceil on the basi.s of silicic acid. or ahninum
oxid.e a"ntl inpregnated. with silver nitrate. One example is the iod.ine
sorption rraterial called Ac-6120 cleveroped. jointJy by the Gesellschaft
fl,lr Kernforschrurg and 3a6rer, Leverkusen (8, g) . This nateriar usec a
reratively srnall e'nount of silver and yet achieves high raorrar effi-
ciencies. rn add.ition, it can be ernployed even in NO*-bearing gaseous
qps ql 0,15 02 Srory t,n
Pcncrolton ol non,imp..gnoted octrvorcd chorcool by r3r I rn the
lorm of clcmcnrol iodinc ond mcthyl rodide
Fig. 1
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effluents of reprocessing plants.
4. Rqoval Reactions of Iodine Sorption Materials
Elernental iod.ine is removeal blr activated. charcoal through adsorption
and chenisorption. Because of the positive adsorption behaviour of
elemental iodine, the porous structure and the ertreure\r large inner
surface of the activated charcoal used. (approximateJ-y BoO 
- 
lroo) n2fg
accord.ing to BUf), the ail-sorption process is an inportant urecha-
nisn of rerooval of elenental iod.ine; due to the high adsorption of
elernental iod.ine on the surface of the activated charcoaL, this sorption
naterial removes elesrental iod.ine with high efficiencies even in hunid
air.
The adsorption of net\rl iod.id.e onto activated charcoal is so strong-
1y impaired ty the sj.multaneous adsorption of water vapor from humid.
ai.r that unimpregnated. activated charcoal will no longer produce aite-
quate renoval efficiencies at hr:rnid.ities of the air ) 30 /o r.h.i
rising teurperatures anal humidities of the air will shift the aclsorption-
d.esorption equilibrir:ur even more towarcls the unfavourab]-e siale.
'1 11
'-'I present as mettqrl iodide is bound to the present tlpe of j.od.ine
filter charcoal by isotopic exchange (:, +) or ty formation of quaterna-
ry ammonium salts. For isotopic exchange the activated. charcoal is im-
pregnated. with large amounts (0.5 
- 5 wt. /") of inactive iodine or
iod.ine saLts (127tr, x127t). rtre fol-lowing exchange process occurs
(which is forrnulat-ea nere witf, 131r, the iod.ine isotope rnost cri.tical
for safety considerations, but also applies to all the other iodine isotopes)
x127t (on the charcoal) 




.nn 5(on the charcoal) + CH.'trr (in the gas phase).
So, rad.ioactive nethyl iod.ide practically enters the bed of activated
charcoal and leaves it again as inactive methyl ioclid.e. I{ydrolysis and.
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adsorption occur as aclditional less irnportant removal mechanisms. 1[he
process cletermining the rate of isotopic exchange is the adsorption
ancl d.esorption of nethyl iodide on the surface of the activated. char-
coa1. The ilecontamination factor attainable ty the isotopic exchange
is tleterrnined blr the ratio between inactive 1271 
^na 
131t on the sur-
face of the activated charcoal. Inpregnation of the activated charcoal
with la.rge quantities of 127 I, which are opposed. to small quantities
1?,1of adsorbed '''I, shifts the point of equilibriun in the reaction quoted
above consiclerably to the right ha.nd. siale. Given a sufficiently higlt
reaction rate and sufficiently long stqy tine, respectivelyr of the
gaseous effluent in the activated charcoal, high decontarnination fac-
tors can be achieved.
Another very successful inpregnating agent for the rernoval. of nethyl
iotliile is trlethylene diarnine :
+ 2 CH3I -+
\[?'%
In this case, the rernoval effect is baseal on the bincling of methyl-
ioclitle in the forsr of the guaternary arrunoniun salt forned from
triethylene tlianine and methyl iodid.e being bound to charcoaL. Sone
of the reactions foruulated for netlsrl iodide also apply to other
organic iodine cornpounds, such as higher allgrlhalides.
Sil-ver incorporated in nolecular sieves reacts with elemental- iodine
to proctuce silver iod.ide. Methyl iod.i.de is also reactecl into AgIr the
reaction proclucts having been ileterroined. to be dinethyl ether and
nethanoL (10).
Silver nitrate irnpregnatetl on SiO, and A1r0, canier uraterial-s reacts









with elemental iodine, probably according to the following reactions(tt, tz) z
AgN03+IZ€ ASI+INO,
2 INO3 + AgNOS 
--> AgIO' a I NO2 + 1f2 12
rNo. + No^ + l/z o^ + ,t/z t^3t'z'z
Accord.ingly, the iodine is bound- as silver iodide and silver iodate.
Methyl iod.id.e and other a]_lgrlhal-ides react with the silver nitrate
inpregnation accord-ing to the fornu1a (t3, t4) :
AgNo.+R-I--> (NO,.RI .lg) --+ RNO,+Agr,'JJ
also prod,ucing silver ioclide.
The final products of the reaction of iodine or methyl iod.ide with
silver and silver nitrate, respectively, are extrernely stable. ltris
nakes naterials iurpregnated in this way particul-ar1y suitable for the
resroval- of gases at higher tenperatures or in cases in which a large
arnount of decay heat is rel-eased. in the iodine eorption material.
J. fnfluence of Silver Content on the Rernoval Efficiency of Inorganic
Iodine Sorption lvlaterials
Because of the high price of sj-lver the relatj-on between the silver
content and. the rqnoval efficiency of an inorganic sorption nateriaL is
a very inportant factor.
In Fig. 2 the removal effj.ciencies achieved by the Linde 13 X nolecul-ar
sieve in the silver form (L[fii 13 X Agr pellet d.ianeter z t/16") tor
,111
'''I as metllyl ioclitle are plotteil as a f\rnction of the silver
content. The curves were d-eterurined for a linear air velocity of 25'cn/e
of the hunid air (3Oo C, 70 /" r.h.). A very markecl d.ecrease of reruoval
efficiency with d.ecreasing silver content and- a fraction of non-reacting
silver were found. A maximum possibte silver content (more than 'tfz ot
the weight of the sorption material) is necessarSr to achieve satisfac-
tory removal efficiencies.
Tcsl condttions:
Humid orr, 30o C, 70% r.h.
Conditronino ) 20 h
CH"l loodinif350ps/e
(colcoloted for l0cin dcpth of bed)
CHsl looding pciiod: | 
-2h




2,5cm dcpth of bcd
x 
= 
5.0cm dcpth ol bed
o : 7.5cn deprh of bcd
v : l0,0cn deprh of bed
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Test conditions:
Humid orr, 30oC, 70% r h.
Condrtionrng )20h
Cfl"l loodrng' 1.5 *0.5 ms,/g(colculoted {or l0cm depth of bed)
CH3l loodrng perrod, I h
Swecprng lrme with hunrd orr. )20
o : 2.5cm depth of bed (AC 6120)
x 
= 5.0cm depth ol bed (AC 6120)o : 7.5cm depth of bed (AC 6120)v : l0.0cm depth ol bed (AC dl20)I 
= 









f9 Ag,/g moleculor sieve-l
fos supplredl
Removol e{frcrenoes wrth resped ro CH. ItrI ochreved bv L,nde
]! ] A9 moleculor s,eves os o {uncrion o{ Ag rmpregnorron,
TQqo r h.
Fig. 2
fgAg/100 g ol odsorberl
Peneirotro_n of A9NOI- rmpregnoted odsorbers by CH, r$ | os o
lunctron ol Ag rmpregnotton
tr'ig. 3
Fig. 3 shows the penetration of AC-6120 as a firnction of the silver
content under the conditions quoted for the erperiments in Fig. 2.
The same removal efficiencies are achieved with much snaller quantities
of si.lver. The top curve in Fig. I applies to Ll6 13 X Ag with a silver
content in the range ind.icated and allows a conparison of the rernoval
efficiencies to be made for the same anounts of silver used. ft should
be borne in rnind that Ll4S 13 X AC of the pellet type used (diarneter
1/16") produces but one third of the pressure drop of AC-612O (spheres,
diameter 1 
- 
2 rnn) at the sa^me depth of bed anil linear air ve]-ocity. ff
a correction to the sane pressure drop is matle by reducing the d.epth of
beil, there is stilL a r€moval efflciency which is better b;r nore than
one ord-er of magnituile.
2
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6. Influence upon the Removal Efficiency of the Grain Size and. the Shape
of the Iotline Sorption lvlateriaL
The grain size a^nd the shape of the particles of an iocline sorption
naterial greatly influence the removal efficiency. A reiluction in grain
size of the sane rnateri.al results in much higher removal efficienciesl
in addition, shapes offering a narcimum surface relative to the volurne
have a positive infl-uence upon the removal perforuance ('t5, 't6).
Adsqbcr: AC 6120
Looding: opprox. 1.5m9 CH"l,zgKTB(colculotcd for l0cm dcpth ol bcd)





diorcl.r (geomclric ncon) in mm
t,0 r,l l2 t3 1,4 1,5 1,6 L7 1,8
Penelroiron o{ AC 6120 o[ votious groin srzcs by u l (rnrroduccd os
cH!l)
Fig. 4
Fig. 4 shows the penetration to
131I 
.a.irristered as metlqrl iodide
of test beds of various grain size
fractions of AC-6120. At a depth of
bed of J cm a lO /o reduction in
d.ianeter of the spheres of the io-
d.ine sorption naterial recluced pene-
tration ty alnost two orclers of
magnitude. (Ttre apparent increase
in penetration in the curves for
7.5 and 1O.O cm depth of bed is
probably d-ue to contanination of
the test agent bgr components aliffi-
cult to rernove which had a decisive
influence upon the rernoval profile
after more than 99.99 /, of the test
agent had. been filtered- out).
o. 2.5cm dcrh ol bcd
o' 5.0cn deotfi of bcd
o' 7.5cn dcoth of bcd
a. l0.0cn deoth ol bcd
l0-:
In oriler to compare removal effici.encies of an iodine sorption material
the particle d.ianeter and. particle shape must also be consid-ered. Since
the pressure differential prod.uced across the filter at a specific
volume flow is a factor of great inportance in the design of a filter
systern, the removal efficiencies of various iod.ine sorption materials
should be converted., for comparison purposes, to depths of bed. resul-
ting in the sane clifferential pressures.
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7. uence of iditv of th
Efficiency of lodine Sorption Materials
The adsorption of iodine and metlqrl iod.id.e is impeded. gr water adsorbed
sinultaneously. As a function of the relati.ve hunid.ity of gas (air),
the surface of the charcoal is increasingly load.ed. with water due to
ad.sorptlon of single water norecules and aggregations of mono<nolecular
and poly-.urorecular layers a^nd, at extrenely high hunid.ities of the air,
due to capillary cond.ensation. The larger pores of activated- charcoal
are not filled with water even at 'loo /o relative humidity of the air.
rhe adsorption of water in the sorption material above all infLuences
the renovar of rad.ioactive iod.ine present as methyl iod.ide. rn Fig. J
the penetration of iod.ine impregnated. activated charcoal by 131I
administered. as net\rl iodid.e is plotted as a function of the d.epth
of bed. Drperiments were performed on humidified. and dry activated.
charcoal as the sorption materials and hunid. and dry air as the carrier
gases of the nethyl iod.id.e. The curves show that the iod.ine penetration
of the irnpregnated. activated charcoar after humid.ifling (water-vapor
ad.sorption equilibriun set at 98 - 1OO /o r.h. and 30o C) was practi-
calry the sa.ure in dry air (( 30 /" r.h.) and in hunid. air (98 
- 
1oo /"
r.h.), until very low degrees of penetration have been reached..
rf itry activated charcoar is exposect to methyl iodide in hunid air for
short periods of time (to prevent larger quantiti-es of water from being
adsorbed. on to the activated. charcoal), rnuch lower penetrations result,
but the curve shows a bend after the largest fraction of the activity
has been renoved. A reaction of a srnall fraction of nethyl iodid.e with
the water vapor of the air into a compound. hard to remove must be assu-
med.. The same phenonenon can also be found in the removal experiment









0.05 q2 0,1 0.6 0,8 1,0
penetrotion of octivoted chorcool beds by 13r | (introduced os cHsl) under vorious
humidity conditions of octivoted chorcool ond oir
Test conditions:










Air, dry: 30o C, r.h. ((30%
Air. humid: 30o C r.h., 98-100%
Chorcool, dry: H2O content (10%
Chorcool, wet: H2O content opprox. 35%




Erperiments perforrned on dry activated. charcoal and dry air (not shown
in the diagran) also resulted. in high rernoval efficiencies of the acti-
vated charcoal. Relative to the hunid. air exposure case, the curve
showed. a bend. at a larger bett ctepth eo that, on the who1e, a lower
penetration was achieved over the correspond.ing d.epth of bect of the
activated. charcoal.
The removal efficiency of iodine filters can be describecl as follows
on the basis of curves shown in Fig. J :
- 
Adsorption of water vapor onto the activated charcoar results in
increased penetration.
- 
A filter conditioned. b;r adsorbed. water will remove radioactive iodine
present as methyl iod.id.e with a reiluced rernoval efficiency also fron
dry air.
- 
If a dry activated charcoal
iodide in hunid ai.r, a high
which wil-l decrease only as
charcoal increases.
filter is exposed to radioactive netl5rl
initiaL removal efficiency may be expected.
the ad.sorption of water onto the activated.
- 
Removal efficiency for methyl iod.ide wirl be lowest with wet charcoal
and in the presence of air of high hunidity.
Other removal experirnents not outlined. in the terb furthernore indi--
cate :
- 
Activated. charcoal whose nacropores were filled. b;r condensed water
(e.g., because the toperature in the activated charcoal had fallen
below the dew point) loses its capability to remove fission product ro-
cline in the forn of met\r1 lotlicle with a sufficient removal efficiency.
Fig. 5 shows the rsnoval efficiencies achieved. \r activated. charcoal
bed.s of various d.epths in the presence of hunidi.ties of the air between
40 ancl 1OO /" r.h. This experirnent and all the following experinents








60 ?O 80 90 lOOrh.rn%
q= l0.0cn dcprh of bcd
a= 7,5cm dcpth ol bcd
6= 5 Ocm dcprh of bcd
3= 2.5cm dcpth of bcd
vo,r(lrn)= 25cnlscc
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Rcmovol cflrcrency of CG ll,/15 wrlh resp€ct io rlr I(os CHtl) os o lunoron of lhe telolrve humrdiry ol rhe orr
Fig. 5
Fis. 7
were conducted on iod.ine sorption material which was in ailsorption-
desorption equilibriun with the water vapor of the humid air strean.
Wtrile at 40 % r.h. of the air an activatecl charcoal bed of 10 cm depth
achievedl a removal efficiency of 99.88 /", 9g - 1OO /o r.h. under other-
wise unchanged conditions gave rise to a rsnoval efficiency of only
86 /". ltre increase in the hunid.ity of the air raised- the penetration
ty a factor of 120.
Fig. 7 shows the penetrai ion of t[6 13 X Ag by 131t in the forrn of
Inethyl iod.id.e as a function of the relative humidity of the air in the
range between 2! a^nd. 1OO /" r.h. Again, there is an increase in penetra-
tion as the hrmid.ity of the air rises. At very high relative humid.ities
of the air, penetration will reach values so high that a limitation to





Humid oir, 30o C
Cmdirionins ) 20 h
Erposure lo corriar go5 ond lasl mcdrum: I h,
swccping time (corricr gos oly): 20 - 22 h
Pen.lrolion cumulotcd ovcr lenglh ol
.r!6rimcnl
6 2.5 cm dcprh ol bcd
. 
5.0cm dcprh ol bcd
I 7.5cn dcpth of bcd





CHsl loodin! p-riod. I h
Swecping timc.) 20h
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Fig. B is a cliagran showing the
results of stutu.es on AC-6120 as
the sorption naterial. The curves
lnd.icate a narkecl depend.ence of pene-
tration upon the relatlve hr:nid.ity of
the air. Above approximately 7O %
r.h., the penetration will increase
so fast that again a limitation to
70 /" of the maxinun relative humidity
of the air is probably useful.
At the end of this section it should
be indicated that the relative hr.mi-
ility of the carrier gas and the rela-
ted. water vapor ad.sorption by the
iod.ine sorption material und.er the
operating conditions of rnost iod.ine
fllters used for gaseous effluent
treatment are the roost iurportant
pararneters influencing renoval effi-
ciency.
100 90 c0 ?o to !o 4 ,.t, .g ai
l"ffffi':itil1?''' bv cH' '' tos o tunction or thc rclotrvc
Fig. B
B. Rsnoval of Radioactive fodine at High Ternperatures of the Carrier Gas
High ternperatures of the carrier gas nay affect the iodine sorption
material in the following way :
- 
Change the material and the impregnation so as to achieve lower
removal efficiencies.
Desorb iodine alrea{r removed.
Ignite burnable sorption materials, such as activated charcoal.
The igrrition temperatr:re of activated charcoal varies greatly d.epend.ing
on a number of boundary cond.itions. Below 2000 c ignition of activated
charcoal in flowing air occurs rerativery rarely. Desorption of iodine
alrea$r removed nay begin far below the ignition ternperatr.rre (1Zr18).
For this reasonr the temperature linit for the use of activateil charcoal
nust be fixed. with respect to the d.esorption behaviour.
o Activoled chorcool, 2000C
o Activoted chorcool, l50oC
r AC 6lm, 300oc
o AC 6120, 300oC
IR
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Fig. 9 shows the Penetration of
10 cm deep beds of Kl-inPregnated
actirrated. charcoal and AC-6120 at
elevated ternperatures as a firnction
of time. At the beginning of the
experinent, the beds were e:(Posed
to 131r in the foru of nethyr iod-id.e.
The single d.ote in the curves indi-
cate the 131I 
""ti,rJ.ty in /o penetrra-
tion which had Penetrated the test
beds, surnmed up until the respective
tirnes of operation. Fig. ! inclicates
that with one of the usual Kl-impre-
gnated types of activated charcoal
strong d.esorption occurs Yet at
ltioo C. A value of 1 /" Penetration
is exceeded after 18 daYs at 1!0o C
and after onW 24 hours at 20Oo C.
Both sfunp1e d.esorption of the iodine
adsorbed and oxidation of the acti-
vated charcoal- and the iod.ine salts of the impregnation is assrned b;r
which, €ogol rl€tol iodid.es are converted into elenental iodine which is
then d.esorbed-, partly being transfol1ed. into nore volatile iodine com-
pounds. [tre AC-6120 sorption material showed no urajor d-esorption while
e:qrosetl to air of 3OOo C over a sweeping time of 20 da,;rs. In
the light of the results available so far the iodine filter charcoal
rnentioned here will be used in the Federal Republic of Germany only up
to ternperatures of 1200 C.
9. Renoval of Fission hoduct Iodine of fliglr speclfic Activity
usually laboratory eq)erjments on iodine adsorption material-s a.re
carried- out only with very low activities (of the rnci orcler). In ord.er
to prove the ertrapolation to incident conditlons in which high acti-
vity burdens will occur in the iod.ine sorption rnaterialr removal erpe-
'!r I dcsorprron of vorrous odsorbers ol cl.voted tenperdtutes
Fie. 9
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riments with high specific activities of the test agent 1Cn.131t *191 JCH,,'-'I) were carried. out in air at hlgh hurictity (98 
- 
1OO /o R.H.),
BeJauee of the high hurniclity, removar of the mettlyJ. iodide by ad.sorption
was largery excrud-ed.. Accordingry, the teet reeults give an indication
of the effectivenees of the isotopic exchange process of iod.ine inpre-
gnated activated. charcoal (1t).
Test condrtrons
Humrd orr 30o C, 98-100% r h
Condrtionrng ) 20h
Erposure to test medtum
ond corrrer gos l5 mrn
Sweeprng t'me (corrrer. gos.only)
rzh, Fnerrorron cumutoted ovet
length of experrmenr
Act,voted chorcool NORIT RCX, I % Kl
5 O 15 20 25 Deorh of bed fcm-tq2 q1 qo 0,8 1.0 Sroy r,* 5,.1 -
Penetrotron of octrvot6d chorcool beds by rlr | (rniroduced os CH3l)
when looded wrth high octrvrty levels
Fig. 10
into organic iodine conpounds which
increase the penetration (20).
tr'ig. 10 shows the penetration of
ten successive test bed.s. Because
of the rernoval of activity, the
load.ing of the individ.ual test bed.s
d.ecreases from 1 Ci/g of activated.
charcoal to 0.2 nCifg. The curve
ind.icates no influence of the diffe-
rent activity load.ings upon the
penetration of the ind.ividuaf bed.s.
A comparison with add.itional expe-
riments employing different activity
loadinge showed the sarne result.
If high iod.ine activities are re-
moved, a high ganna dose rate in the
sorption materiaf must be expected
to occur. fn the presence of water
the iodine removed by the activated-
charcoal can partly be transfonned
wil-l be desorbed- and in this way
10. Benoval of Fission hoduct Iodine at Minute Concentratlons
A maxinun releaee of 131t from the stack of a nuclear power station
during norrnal operation with a level of 4.0.1 rnCi/h corresponds to a
concentration of fission product iod.ine in the exhaust air of
-6 ,1 1,
<10 -/uC/m; if a volumetric flow of the exhaust air of 2O,OOO n'/h
and a 





product iod.ine isotopes is assmed. If this exhaust air concentration
is achievecl W a cl.econtaroination factor of the iodine filter of 1O2,
values (lo-a 7S/^3 to"t be assumed for the concentration of fission
prod.uct iod.ine in the untreated ai.r, i.e., ertrenely 1ow concentration
levels which are even bel-ow the always present natural i'odine content
of the air (approximately to-3 rrre/qn3) (z't) .I
hesent\r it is being d.iscussed. whether there is a concentration effect
which will great\r reduce removal efficiencies in this 1ow range of
concentrations of fission product iocline.
Raoval tests with successive filter bed.s add.ing up to large d.epths of
bed indicate a reduction in rsnoval efficiency of the individual beds
as soon as a certain overall rernoval efficiency has been attalnecl
(see Fig. 5). It should be discussed whether this is a concentration
effect as a consequence of which the rernoval of farniliar fo:ms of iodine;
such as nethyl- iod.ide and elaental iodine, is generally no longer pos-
sible with suffi.cient efficiencies in the range of very low concentra-
tions, or whether there is a partial conversion into conpound.s d.ifficult
to renove which remain after elemental iodine and nethyl iodide have
been filtered out a.nd then deterrnine the rernoval. profile of the resi-
111dual 'JrI activity. Studies carried. out at our laboratory (22) ind.icate
the following results (ttre concentrations given refer only to the added
arnount of rad.ioactively narked iodi.ne or metlqrl iodicle; all experiroents
were perfor"ned in untreated- air with the background. of the natural
iocline content) :
- 
It is not possible to initicate a fixed. linit of concentration for the
d.ecrease in reuoval efficiencies to I, and methyl iodid.e.
- 
At very low concentrations ( (. ro-6z,rg/m3) nethyl iodide exhibited.
the same removal betraviour as at higber concentrations (frigher by
o.
a factor of 107) (fig. 11)' if the methyl iod.ide hacl been adjusted'
to the d.esiretl concentration level ty adtii.ng minute quantities to
the carrier gas stream a^nd not b;r nea^ns of pre-filtration.
- 
After removal of a large fractlon of methyl iodicle by filtration, a
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occur also in higher rangee of
Concentration.
- 
bcperinents using very 1ow corrc€n-
trations ( I to-6 *g/r3) or 
"r"-
mental iod.ine in the unfiltered.
air indicated a recluction in reroo-
val efficiency which from the bend
in the steep initial- slope of the
renoval profile can be erplained.
by the existence of iod-ine com-
pound.s d.ifficult to ad-sorb.
Fron these erperimental findings it
can only be conclud.etl that the appa-
rent alepentlence on concentration is
simulated by the partial conversion
of elemental iod.ine and metlqrl iodide,
i.nto compounds nore difficul-t to re-
move or ty the existence of volatile
second.ary proilucts generated in the
s;rnthesis of r, and cHrr' respectivery, and which were not completely
removed. from the sample before introduction. Since the atmosphere is
loaded with organic polJ-utants which nay attain concentrations in the
range of several 
^g/^3, and since concentrations of fission procLuct
iod.ine were used which are rower \r ! ord.ers of magnitude, a reaction
of part of the more reactive elernental iod.ine with these compound.s nay
be expected. There may also be reactions with airborne water vapor.
0bviousLyr the properties of the j.odine compound.s producecL by such con-
version prevent an effective removal by adsorption a"nd chemisorption.
rf they are sufficiently stable, it is not 1ikely, for the sane reason,
that major fractions will be taken up by inhalation or by ingestion.
11. Ageing of lodine Sorption Materials
The renoval efficiency of iod.ine filters decreases with increasing ser-
?557.510
Deprh of bcd rn cm




vice life as a consequence of load.ing with polluta^nts which reduce the
effective surface of the sorption material ty plating out or reacting
with the inpregnation anil the carrier substance, so aB to generat€ rrl-
desirabLe products. fn ad.ilition, there nay be changes in iurpregnation,
€ogol ?s a consequence of crystal growth during storage, which nay even
reduce the removal efficiency of iocline filters not in practical opera-
tion or of the replacement batches of sorption material.
lltre presence of filter pol1-utants in the gaseous effl-uents may prevent
the use of certain sorption naterials. Activatecl charcoal, €ogol c&r[rot
be used. for filtering the NOr-bearing gaseous effluent of a reprocessing
plant because it will- guickly loose its removal efficiency in the NOr-
beari.ng off-gases and., i.n ad.dition, may react with the N0, violently
enough to lgnite the activated- charcoal.
The recluction in rerooval- efficiency of the sorption material with tine,
an effect produced- bgr the accunulation of a number of processes, will
be surnrnarized here under the generic term of ttageing't. fn the course of
this serninar, much wiLl have to be said about this subject, especially
in corurection with impregnated, activated charcoal. Therefore, only a
few raarks will be rnaile on the ageing of inorganic iod.ine sorption
materials which, however, can be ertrapolated. qualitatively to the
behaviour of iodine impregnated. activated. charcoal.
Fig. 12 shows the ageing behaviour of four successive filter beds maile
of AC-6120, each having a d.epth of bed of 2.J cnr [he plot shows the
rernoval efficj.ency for 131f, which was introduced as nethyl iodide, as
a functi.on of the operating time a.nd. the number of air cycles, respecti-
vely (referred. to the volume of the sorption material at 10 crn d.epth of
bed.). Ttre apparent linear air velocity during ageing and in the subse-
quent removal test was 2J anfs. Air was continuously taken through the
filter bed.s fron a reactor build.ing; accord.ingly, the clata nay be re-
garded. as being representative of a recycle air filter operating under
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over four filter bed.s, correspond.ing
to a depth of bed of 10 cm, after
).2 months of continuous operation
hatl d.ecreaseal only s1ightly, from
99.998 to 99.997 /o. However, in the
flrst filter bed. a narked decrease
of removal efficiency fron !0.6 to
nJ f, occuned- over the same period-
of tfuie. As was to be expected., these
data indicate that ageing of the
iodine sorption material occumed.
frour the side of the unfiltered air.
The differential- reunoval efficiencies,
i.e.1 the rernoval efficiencies of
each filter bed evaluated separate-
1y (not entered in Fig. 12), already
for the second filter bed,, show no
d-ecrease of the rernoval efficiency
over 5.2 months. The first filter
bed had a good removal effi.ciency
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Servrce lrfe rn months
so it is recornmend-ed., in order to increase the pernissible servi.ce life
of a filter, to ad-d- a sufficient "ageing reserverr to the depth of bed.
of the iodine sorption material. rn arl the iod.ine sorption materials
we have studled. so far, increasing the d.epth of bed. was capable of achie-
ving an overproportionate ertension of service l_ife.
Fig. 13 shows the ageing of L[{S 13 X Ag in industrial air at a future
reactor site. In this case, ageing also ertended to the second filter
beil, which is indicated ry a relatively steep slope of the overall
renoval efficiency over a depth of bed of I cm. bcperiments conducted
with ad.ditional bed.s p1-aced. upstrean matle of silver-free rnolecular
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Fj.nalJ.y, it can be said in the
light of ertensive ageing D€&aur€-
nents performeal on various t;pes of
iod.ine sorption naterials that the
use of flat filter beds, which are
frequently designed without a suffi-
cient reserve for the ageing factor
is not xneaningfirl and also conple-
te\r insufficient as far as safety
is concerned. The financial expen-
diture involvetl in frequent repla-
cecnent a.nil subseguent checking is in
no way compatible with the savings
in terns of iodine sorpti.on nate-
rial that can be achieved in a
single f1lter unit.
Pneliminary intercomparison studies
showed that iod.ine iurpregnated acti-
vated chaxcoals had relatively short
service lives and that it may be
the service I1fe of iod.ine filters by neans of
impregnated. activated charcoal or inorganic iod.ine
funpregnated with silver or silver salts.
Ttre erperiments on which the graphs shown in this paper are based were
performed with equipnent outlined in greater detail in the nert paper,
'tThe Testing of fodine Filter Systernsrr *). The techniques of preparation
and measurement will be covered by that sane paper.
*) See Seminar vo1. I1 pp. 21'l-235.
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